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"I don't think the trip is just about painting their
houses, it's more of a bridge into these people's lives."
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Sch1agel named
as one of four
finalists for job·
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Sara Kuk/STAFF PH<ll'O(iRAPHf.R

On March 4, senior Kelly Serfling paints a wooden ente In front of the Fountain of Living Waters Indian
Mission in Cibecue, Ariz. Thirteen SCSU students participated in the missionary trip during Spring Break.

Students paint, build bridges
by Sara Kirk
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

CIBECUE, ARIZ. - Spending time
painting houses thousands of miles from
home isn't exactly considered · a
vacation, but it's what Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship members did
during spring break.
·
On Feb. 27, 13 students boarded a
charter bus ..heading to Cibecue, Ariz.
TbeSI! students paid approximately $400
to spend their break painting the houses
of Apache lndianS on the White
Mountain Apache Reservation.
"I don't think the trip is jl1s1 about
painting their houses, it's more of a
bridge into these people's li ves,"
freshman Scan Petz said.
Upon arrival in Cibecue, the group
was greeted by Pastor Wayne
Nolan Stephens, his wife Patty and

their sons Sean, Sam, Seth, Jeff and
Andy. The Stephens family has been
operating a mission since 1983.
They live in a trailer house and have
maintained a small church and two
bunkhouses for visiting missions
groups. They also operate the "Jesus
Saves Thrift Store," which provides
used clothing to the Apaches for little or
nocosL
Pastor Wayne said, "It's a kick, it's a
highlight of my years 10 have the
missions come out."
After the Stephens took over
· the mission from Thomas E. Mails, the
number of visiting mission groups grew.
According to Pa5tor Wayne the mission
groups come from Illinois, Connecticut,
Washington, Minnesota and Arizona. to
visit Cibecue annually.
Wayne Stephens was a commercial
artist for 12 years before he became a

pastor.

met :~~~t

0
;!;~;ft{:~;!~':~;
Somadee in Phoenix, Ariz.
"He asked me.if I'd want to do some
mission work as a pastor," said
Pastor Wayne. "Before I ·knew it, a
week later, I was moving to
Cibecue."
Junior Chad Anderson said, "I can't
imagine a better pastor for these people.
He comes down to our level."
According to Pastor Wayne life on
the reservation is very rough. A flyer
distributed by the lntervarsity Christian
Fellowship said the reservation has 70
percent unemployment and a high rate
of high alcohol and drug abuse.
"Our area has the highest suicide rate
in the nation," said Pastor Wayne.

Go m MISSION, PAGE 12 •

When studying for an exam, the longer one studies a
subject, the better the chances pf passing the test.
The same could be said for Kevin Schlagel, current
SCSU interim -bead coach, who has been with the Husky
men's basketba11 team for 22 years.
Seventeen of those years were spent as an assistant
cbach. Prior to that, Schlagel was a player for SCSU
from 1972- 1976.
·
This season marked the first year Schlagel
shouldered the head coach responsibilities. During 1his
time, Schlagel led the team to a
second-place finish with a 17-10
overall record.
He said he appreciates the
way SCSU has treated him and is
looking forward to ~ying on.
"I'm excited about the
position," Schlagel said. "When I
was a teenager, I would come
over to watch the game$ here and
ltlways dreamed of playing here.
I've been fortunate enough to be
KEVIN
here 20 years and I would love to
SCJU,AGEL
be able to stay on."
Schlagel was interviewed Monday for the position
and the remaining three candidates will be interviewed
nex:t week.
Jeffrey Bernstein, a fonner basketbaJI coach for
Voorhees College in South Carolina, will be interviewed
on ~fonday.
James Hammond, a fonner head coach for current
assistant athletic ·director at Tiffin University in Ohio
will be interviewed Tuesday, and on Wednesday, Rees
Johnson, former head coach at Northeastern Illinois in
Chicago and former coach at Augsburg College
Wednesday. All interviews will be at 11 a.m.
SCSU Athletic Director Morris Kurtz said he is
pleased with the final candidates.
''The committee has done a really nice job of putting
together a nice pool," Kurtz said. "I feel until everyone
speaks, it's inappropriate at this time to comment on the
candidates."
At Schlagel's interview Monday, he received many
rave reviews from current and former coaches, players
and Husky Boosters.
Schlagel said he appreciates the way the people have
supported him in his quest for the head coaching spot.
"I feel very good about it," Schlagel said on his
.support. "It's very tlattering to see the people s1ep
forward in support of me. I really appreciate it.~•
One of Schlagel's current players, junioi- Enoch Dix,
said he is no stranger when it comes to coaching
changes.

Go TO SCHLAGEL, PAGE 17•

MnSCU, SCSU faculty hold off move toward final arbitration
by Mandy Jackson

sm~K\e
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responded to the request in a letter
dated Feb. 4 addressed to -David
Abel, IFO president and Bruce
Romanish, IFO chief negotiator
and SCSU professor of teacher
development.
The letter from Anne Weyandt,
deputy to the chancellor and chief
of staff for MnSCU, expressed
MnSCU's desire to come to an

Wou\d_)lave to be in place for the
Board of Trustees and the
Chancellor of MnSCU to agree to
participate in arbitration.
MnSCU has the right to refuse
arbitration. In arbitration both sides
submit their best and final offer and
the arbitrator chooses the one that
seems to be the most
for both
sides. An arbitrator is an unbiased

The Inter-Faculty Organization
and Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities have not come to an
agreement in contract negotiations.
' And, the IFO's request for
arbitration has not been accepted by
MnSCU.
The IFO presented its request
for binding arbitration to MnSCU
at the end of January. MnSCU

ew,.s/

agreement with

IFO through

fair

party and makes the final decision.
The first circumstance listed in
the letter said all disagreements on
language must be resolved before
MnSCU will enter into arbitration.
MnSCU wants to settle those issues
through
negotiation
and/or
mediation.
Second, MnSCU will agree to
arbitration only on issues relating to
the economic package. MnSCU
also wants both sides to agree the
arbitrator will only be able to

choose the final economic proposal
from one of the sides and not parts
of each of the final proposals.
The
third
circumstance
MnSCU wants before entering into
arbitration is. for both sides to agree
to "work in good faith to move
closer to the other's position.".
MnSCU will not agree. to
arbitration if the final circumstance
is not met, even if the first two are.

Go TO STRIKE, PAGE 8 •
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CAMPus & COMMUNITY BRIEFS
Beware: dangerous
e-mail virus loose
Many e-mail account holders have
received a forward warning them of a
dangerous new · virus circulating in

cyberspace.
The- virus, discovered and announced
recently ~y Microsoft, comes disguised as an
e-m~il messige titled "WIN A HOLIDAY." If
this message is opened a virus will attach
-itself to a computer's components and rend~r
them useless.
According to America Online, there is no
remedy for the virus at this time.
Any person who receives an e-mail
titled "WIN A HOLIDAY'' or mail marked
"RETURNED OR UNABLE TO

·New drivers face new
licensing process
'Il)e Minnesota Senate passed-a new bill to
give 16-year-old drivers a provisional license
.until they tum 17. The vote was 49 to 16.
Also, new drivers would have to prove
their driving skills during the first year.
If at the end of that trial year, they were
not at fault in any accidents, and had not
received more than one ticket, then they
wou ld be able 10 receive full driving
privileges.
Also, the bill requires older drivers 10
receive more training. POOple older than 18

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TONIGHT
'Con Air'
7 p.m. a:nd 9:30 p.m. in
Atwood Little Theatre. "Con
Air" will also play Friday,
Saturday and Sunday at the
same time and location.

FRIDAY
Last day to add
classes for spring
After Friday, the Toucih
~~l~~o~~?1~~a~i~~eSJ~tfomadd
any more classes.

Hockey game
SCSU will take on
Michigan Tech this weekend
at 7:05 p.m. in the National
Hockey Center. The Huskies
play Friday, Saturday and
possibly Sunday depending
on the outcome of the
games.

MARCH 18-20

MARCH 30
Application deadline
Spririg quarter graduation
applications must be turned
in by Monday.

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

Index
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SCSU Presiaent Bruce Grube has
responded to questions of racism in the
athletic department by agreeing to hire an
advocate to work with minority athletes who
have expressed concerns.
.
He hopes to have this person in place by
next fall.

STATE

Fred Savage and Danica
McKellar will have the chance to
work together again - but not as
"The Wonder Years" Kevin Arnold
and Winnie Cooper.
This time they'll be co-stars on
"Working," Savage's new show.
McKellar will play the boss's
daughter - who is not as
wholesome as Winnie.
After leaving "The Wondet
Years," McKellar studied at

UCLA.
She is now 23 and graduating
summa cum laude with a math
degree.
She said she occasionally
catches a rerun of the show on
"Nick at Night." She said the old
episodes bring back fond memories
and nostalgia.

& NATION BRIEFS

Eleanor Schuman, 87 and a
survivor of the 1912 Titanic
disaster, died Saturday in Elgin, Ill.,
a suburb of Chicago.
1l1e cause of Schuman's death
was ari undisclosed illness,
according
to
hospital
spokesperson:
She was 16 months old at the
time of the voyage. After the ship
hit an iceberg and sank, 1500 died
and only 700 survived. Schuman,
her mother and her brother were
among these survivors.
She said James Cameron's film,
"Titanic," which has been named
the number one film of all time, was
hauntingly real.
Schuman described the fi lm as
painful, but thrilling and said it
brought back memories of

drowning victims reaching out in
the night.

percent of the outbreaks in 1996
and most outbreaks in 1997.

Washing food
notenough

Uoyd Bridges
dies of natural
causes at age 85

According to research presented
in Atlanta at an international
conference, wash ing fruit and
vegetables may not be enough to
prevent the foodbo rne illnesses
which have affected thousands of
people.
Although
health
officials
recomm!!!}d washing and cooking
foods to prevent infection, Los
Angeles officials found evidence
that such precautions are not
enough. The harmful microbes are
still present.
According
to
the
L.A.
researchers, outbreaks of illness
from raspberries tainted with
Cyclospora were rinsed in 81

Lloyd Bridges, an actor and the
father of actors Jeff and Beau
Bridges, died of natural causes
at the age of 85 on Tuesday,
according to •publicist Amy Van
Iden.
Bridges' wife, Dorothy, his son
Beau and his daughter, Cindy were
with him at the time of his death.
The actor began his career in
1941 starring in western moVies.
He is also known for his role in the
television series "Sea Hunt."
Jeff Bridges, Lloyd's younger
son, is currently in the.movie, 'The
Big Lebowski."

Cfirorucle
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Grube announced this during a Tuesday
meeting with five coaches, seven athletes
and two administratOrS. During this
meeting, he said he would work to recruit
more minority athletes and provide more
orientation for minority students at S.CSU
and in tRe community.
Grube's promise to find an advocate for
minority athletes was the top priority.
·
According to Ray Nunez, sophomore and
athlete, an advocate could ·help to alleviate
the problems minority students encounter
while trying to deal with living the life
of an athlete and student.
Nunez said it would prevent the creation
of issues.
These reforms and goals were the result of
a Feb. IO meeting between Grube and 13
athletes who demanded change:

Grube responds to
minority concerns

Kevin, Winnie to Titanic survivor
be reunited
dies at age 87

YFARS AGO •••

University Chronicle (USPS 121~580) is written and edited by St. Cloud State University student$ and fs
published twice weekly during school quarters, and weekJy during summer sessions, except during final
~~ -~nd vacation_s.
~

Gov. Wendell Anderson signed·
a controversial bill raising the
drinking age from 18 to 19 on

Editorial, production and office facmties are In 13 Stewart Hall, SCSU. The newspaper is funded with
student actlvlty. (ees through the Student Government Finance Committee.

Financial Aid ·
st~ci:~:~ i'fift~n:g~a(Q pick
up financial aid in the
Atwood Ballroom.

seeking a first license would ix; required to
get a driver's permit for six months prior to
receiving their actual license. However,. if
they get training behind-the-wheel, the
requirement can be reduced to three months.
There is a similar bill currently in the
house.

DELIVER" should delete it immediately and
.shouJd not open the message.

Man:h 19, 1976.
The legal drinking age was
Changed from 21 to 18 in 1973.
The new legislation went into
effect starting Sept. I. However,
because of an amendment, those
who turned I 8 before Sept. I, were
able to legally continue drinking
and purchasing alcohol after the
enactment date.
The ages for voting, signing
contracts and becoming an adult in
the eyes of the legislature remained
the same. This bill simply reversed
the right to drink.
The bi!l ·was passed in Senate in
May 1975 with a 46 to 16 vote and
the House finally agreed on the bill
early in March 1976. They pas~
the legislation with a vote of 99 to

30.
St. Cloud Rep. James Pehler
said he was disappointed with the
outcome because his fellow
representatives had said they would
vote against the bill.
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Campus committee names . new dean
by Erik Petersen

The four were then brough·t
individually to SCSU fo r what
Musah describes as two "brutal"
Opportunity tends to come to days Of interviews, meetings,
people who are prepared.
discussions and receptions.
According to the- new dean of
· "II was a long two days," Musah
Science and Engineering, A.I. said, "but it was important. It was a
Musah, the best way to be prepared good chance to not · only let them
is to do the best you can in any know about me, but for me to find
given job.
out if I would fit in in this position."
Musah's opportunity came July
Applicants met with the search
I when then dean, Richard Hogan, committee, SCSU President Bruce
left SCSU for a position elsewhere. Grube, Vice President Williams,
"It just sci happened that he left Orin Dahl of the FoundatiOn Office,
at that time," Musah said. ''It was a College of Science and Engineering
good chance for me to R\Ove on."
students and faculty and Associate
The application process for the Vice President Holder during their
dean's position began last fall. A two-day interview.
seven member selection committee
According to Williams, the
was fanned to help narrow the list commiuee then gathered the
af applicants.
comments from all the meetings
The seven representatives were: and brought them to her with a list
Dennis
Nunes,
chairman of strengths and weaknesses of each
representing Academic Affairs; of the three remaining applicants.
Ralph Carr, Patricia Hauslein, Bayo
"lt was very clear that he
Lawal and Mark Nook were all (Musah) had significantly more
faculty representaiives; Diane strengths
than
weaknesses,"
Decker, American Federal and Williams said. She then made a
State representative; Padraic Obma, recommendation to Grube, Who
student representative.
ultimately chose A.I. Musah as the
''They were
new dean.
the people who
''We lOOked
reviewed the
for someone
applications,
who had a
made
phone
strong
calls and did
commitment to
It
some of the
undergraduate
interviews,"
teaching,
minority . and
said
Vice
cultural
President
of
diversity
Academic
experience,
Affairs
support
for
Suzanne
Suzanne Williams
collaborative
WiJliams. They
VICE PJ;IESIDENT OfACADEMJC
naffowed ,,the
student/filoulty
work, sopleone
list
of
AFFAIRS
with
a
applicants
democratic
down to four.
Those final four included Joseph leadership style and experience
Sneddon from Louisiana. Robert with collective bargaining," said
Stach from the University of committee member Diane Decker.
Musah, who has been <1t SCSU
Michigan-Flint, Stanley Bums from
for eight years, has taught
Iowa State University, and Musah.
ON·LINE EDITOR

was very clear
that he (Musah) .
had more strengths
than weaknesses.

Erik PetersenlON-LJNE EDffOR

A.I. Musah, interim dean of the College of Science and Engineering,·w8s recently chosen to be the
new dean of the college.
biological science and was Director
of the Applied Research Center
before becoming the interim dean
of science and engineering last year.
Now, after one year as interim
dean, Musah will fill the full-time
position w_hich w.ijl ~ifululy I;
"I have always been interested
in the entire academic environment.
I wanted to experience everything
including teaching, administration
and scholarships," Musah said.
The dean's position fills that
expectation well. Part of Musah's
list of responsibilities includes

budget
planning,
providing
leadership for the College of
Science and Engineering, planning
and coordinating staff and faculty
and meeting with the other deans
from the university.
The _.teaching~.. is· optional.
According to Musah, he will
continue to teach some science
courses.
"We have to remember why we
have this institution," Musah said.
'The best way to do that is to stay in
touch with people. I like to keep in
touch with the students."

Teaching students is important,
but nOt the extent of the job,
according to Musah.
"After awhile, you realize you
can go to class and change students
and impact students, but you can
have a much_greater impact and
outcome if you go to professors and
administration as well as students,"
Musah said. "As dean I'll have a
greater opportunity to do that."
Th.is is an opportunity Musah
likely won't pass up.

SCSU students help American Indian families
by Kristine White

~

STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

After receiving informati9n from Gary
Cheeseman abour American-Indian families
needing diapers in the St. Paul area. SCSU
students emptied their pockets to support the
cause.
Cheeseman, graduate assistant at SCSU's
American Indian Center and Jennifer
Waltman, outreach coordinator of the
St. Paul American Indian Family Center
had a conversation early in February about
the limited number of resources available to
ltidian families.
"A few weeks later, a mother in
St. Paul called me, crying, and told me she
had no diapers," Cheeseman said. "I
planned on going to the education building
to gather resources for that family. I knew I
had to do something.''
When Cheeseman spoke in one of SCSU
professor Polly Kellog's human relations
classes, one student took a particular interest
and accompanied Cheeseman to several other
classes to explain the situation and ask for
donations for other families.
"We went to classrooms and encouraged
people to donate diapers at the center or chip
in money," said Michele Rose, senior,
elementary education major. "Students
donated
whatever
was
in
their
pockets."
After visits to seven human relations
classeS and one education class, $500 was
raised. Rose then received a deal from Cub

Kristine White/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER ·.

Jennifer Waltman of the St. Paul American Indian Family Center and Gary
Cheeseman of SCSU's American Indian Center, created a diaper drive at SCSU to
help American Indian families in St. Paul.
Foods for diapers at a reduced rate. Rose and individuals, instead of indivis]uals changing
Cheeseman delivered 25 cases to the St. Paul within a system to meet their needs,"
American
Indian
Family Waltman said. "There are unique
Center.
· and
overwhelming
barriers
facing
The goal of the S1. Paul center is to help American Indians in St. Paul. And in a
00.ild healthy and nurturing American Indian family, things like assistance with
families.
fommla, bus tokens and diapers can give
"We want to service the needs of people a sense of value and importance.

"We want to get our arms around the
problem.''
Walonan graduated in 1994 with a degree
in social work and is completing her
graduate work ~ the social responsibility
program.
"When I went to work in St. Paul, I took
my experiences from SCSU with me," she
said: "I had some very negative
experiences here. I s9cceeded at SCSU
due to the fact the (American Indian)
center existed. There is a stroni Indian
community here because of the center and
individuals like Gary."
Cheeseman recognized the need to help
people like Waltman.
"If someone calls and needs something,
we get together and get something done,"
Cheeseman said.
There
are
gumball
machines
around campus to raise additional funds I
for the diaper drive, and plans are in the
works for a Tupperware party in Atwood
Memorial
Center
with
part of the proceeds going to the cause.
Cheeseman
hopes
to
receive
continuous donations and plans to drop off
diapers in St. Paul two or three times
a year.
''The donations came from students
during a time of problems on campus
As usual, students were the ones that had
to do something about a problem,"
Cheeseman said ·The students need to be
commended for this act of social
justice.''

.J r ,r ,1 .._.,. • •· · ,,, , ,..-., •.•
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Housing issues discussed at speak-out
Services was the first one to speak. part in identifying groups of people
Clark revealed statistics from a Fair who were recruited for testing.
Housing Audit which tested for
Now that the results have been
racial bias in rental housing in the revealed the city · will determine
cities of Bloomington, Burnsville what will be don'e. Clark was llOl
sure about how it wou ld be handled
and St. Cloud.
According to the Minnesota Fair but said the city has a responsibility
Housing Audit the purpose for the to report impedance to fair housing
audit "is tq measure the frequency and once a year must report to the
Karlee Morgan
of ~based discrimination in the department of Housing and Urban
rental market and present the results Development.
STAFF WRITER
"My office is worki ng on
to the Minnesota Department of
While some students were lying Human Rights and the Minnesota polling a group of people together
on the beach in Mexico or enduring Legislature."
·
to make recommendations about
a high-adventure spring break, the
'The audit found that in 60 what needs to be done," Clark said.
citizens of St. Cloud raised the roof percent of the cases, 27 out of 45, ''Next Monday the HUD report is
in the Council chambers at St. there is evidence of people of color being final~ by the city, and I am
Cloud City- Hall during the Speak.- being treated more poorly than going •lo recommend that the Fair
Out On Race Relations, March 4.
Caucasians," Clark said. "These Housing Audit statistics be placed
Paul Engdahl, human rights · statistics don 't reveal lack of ·as a supplement in the report."
coordinator for the city of St. apartments rented to colored
The St. Cloud audit consisted of
Cloud. organized the speak-out and people, but reflect higher price 45 indi vidual tests conducted
recruited panelists.
quotations for colored people."
between October 1997 and
'7he panelist will meet as a
St. Cloud was chosen as the test December 1997. Christy Snow,
steering committee to review site in Greater Minnesota because it program director for the Minnesota
testimony and categorize testimony is one of the larger communities · Fair Housing Center, and Lawrence
which will be brought back to the outside the Twin Cities and is Winans, executi..-e director for the
committee as a whole," Engdahl growing rapidly. African Americans MinnCSOla Fair Housing Center,
said. "Panelists were selected for were selected for the audit because supervised and trained the testers.
their ability to listen and for their according to the 1990 Census, the Neither Snow nor Winans could be
compassion."
largest community of cok>r in St. reached for comment. Each rental
More than 30 speakers shared Cloud is the African-American property was visited by one person
personal experiences as victims of community. The population of of color and one Caucasian. Both
racial discrimination during the color in St. Cloud is 7 percent.
were given similar profi les.
four-hour televised speak-out.
Clark's office was not involved
"Essentially the only difference
Doug Clarlt of St. Cloud A«a Legal in the actual testing but did play a between the two testers was the

Fair Housing
Audit reveals bias
in Minnesota
communities

by

~~;%.i~1;o~~e

Does an empty resume have you

Fra.uf«I?

color of their skin," acC0rding to the
audit report. "If the tester of cok>r
received les.s favorable treatment,
the disparity can be attriOOted to
racial discrimination."
Racial discrimination was
defined in tbe report for this
particular audit as "any less
favorable treatment to people of
color."

have:
§

llnlicfe ,111
Do you want 10 t:nhanct:
your resurni!, impmvt:
your dt:si!,Ul skills and get
paid?
U1lfversfty Chro11lcle is
looking for Advt:rtising

;:. Reprt:St:ntatives.
Applications can be
• picked up in SH 13 or for
more information l..11!

255.3943_

FINANCIAL AID
.AND LOAN

CHECKS

Financial aid awards and bank loans
w ill be available March 18, 19 and
20 in the Atwood Ballroom from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.

• A love of w riting
• An inqui s itive mind
• An aggressive
attitude
• A dependable work
e thi c
• Good Engli sh s kill s
• Flexible hours

The panel as a whole will come
together next week to detennine
what should be done. The St Cloud
Human Rights CommiSSion will
sponsor a panel discussion on
Renter's
Rights
and
Responsibilities from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
on April 23 in the Council
Chambers at St. Cloud City Hall.

§

CALL 255--2449

TODAY!
Ryan Voz, Editor
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Student organization ben~fits from local business
donation.
Liz Daleiden, AIESEC vice president of
external relations, feels this will be a great
asset to the organization. 'The new office will
basically have the same functi on as the one in
Atwood Memorial Center, but with a more·
business oriented environment and more
resources," she said.
Daleiden feels that private industry is a
strong asset in the educational process.
"Education is the key to the future. The more
we learn, the more we can contribute; lhe
more we can contribute, the more successful
our communities will be," she said.
Heidi Everett, communications manager

by Joe Ziskovsky
STAFF WRITER

Office space and business resources are
among recent donations by a local company
to the SCSU chap1er of AIESEC.
The Antioch Company, a local photoalbum manufacturing company, provided the
chapter with a new business oriented office, a
subsidized phone bill, new computer and
access to many other business•oriented
supplies.
The chapter, a student organization that
works to provide international business
training opportunities, welcomed the

for research and development atAn1ioc~. said
her company is strongly irNolved in the
community. "Frank Gunasekera, the director
of research and deVelopmcnt, is heavily
involvyd in the community and he is a strong
driving force in the company to be involved
with the community," she stated. "We
(Antioch) look at what can we do to help die
community."
Daleiden agreed, recalling Gunasekera 's
past donations of computers and other
resources to AIESEC. "As a member of our
board of advisers, he's always involved with
our group,'' she noted. 'Th.rough him, we
have gotten many opportunities associated

with Antioch."
One of the donations to AIESEC was a
subsidized phone bill. Frank Gunasekera,
director of research _and development a1
Antioch, explained why this was an importal'lt
donation. "With the reduction in funding for
student organizations, and because of the
international perspective of AIESEC's
mission, subsidizing their phone bill will
enable them to free up part of th(?ir tight
budget for other expenses," he said.
Daleiden sums up her fee ling1owards her
organizations partnership with the Antioch
Company. "It really is a great partnership, this
space will help our professional image."

Legislation remains in flux
Future of events
center lies in
state's hands
·by Kristin Albrecht
Co-NEWS ED/70R

Do you have the following:
• A love of writing?
• Dedication?
•The ability to come
up with story ideas?
•Willingness to learn'
Ifyou answered yes to any of these questions, stop by
SH 13 or call Ryan Voz al 255~2449 and apply to be
the Chronicles new Diversions Editor.

-

@=~/
·

The Central Minnesota Events
Center and other legislation that
may affect SCSU s1udems is still
under consideration in the
Minnesota
House
of
Representatives.·
Representative Joe Opatz, D16A, said the status of the events
center is in flux. The funding Gov.
Ame Carlson requests is $25
million. The House is offering
$600,000, and the Senate is offering
$550,000.
'This is very disappoi nting,"
said Sonja Berg, St. Cloud City
Council president. "If it were
significantly reduced to what the
House is offering that is almost
1150th of-what w'as o~nally talked
about. It sounds like the money
from Congress would be used to
pay for the study and planning of
the events center instead of the
building."
The language of the bill reduced
the I cent sales tax to a half-cent in
both the House and the Senate. This
would give authority to the fi ve area
cilies to raise money for the events
center and other area projects. An
estimated $50 million will be
needed to build the center.
One coocem Opatz has is if the
events center was dropped from the
bonding bill the St. Cloud area will

not support the half.-cent tax.
Also in the House bill is a
referendum that would delay the
building of the events center for
another year.
'"Ibis can be either good or bad
news," Berg said. " It would give
more or a chance to have an
informed vote. ThC vote or the
events center would have to go
before the voters. The half-cent
sa les tax could be significant
though. Ol1e way the tax cou ld be
used is to improve current park
systems."
Another piece or legislation that
is being talked about is the
extension or the Beaver Island Trail
System. The requested $1.6 million
received fonding recommendations
from the House Capital Investment
Committee.
The City or
St. Cloud wams
to extend the trail
from its current
entrance by the
University Bridge

~0~ 3 ~P~•:~~

We want to
extract as much
as we can for the
House.

SL Cloud Technic":11 College offers over

"1 00 cduc:llional optio ns in a variety
of prognun lengt hs.
If you'd like more informarion or to enroll ,
call ou r Admissio ns Office at
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(320) 654-5089 or 1-800-2Z2-l009,
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1540 Nonhway Drivt: • St Cloud. MN 56303--1240
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MnSCU

he would know
(Minnesota
State Colleges
more about this
and
bill in the next
Universities)
few days.
Joe Opatz
as well. We are
In
the
not negotiating
meantime
the
MINNESOTA HOUSE
new ideas."
Supplemental
REPRESENTATIVE
The
Appropriations
committee met
bill is still going
through the House and Senate for the fi rst time on Tuesday and
vei'sions, according to Opatz. This will meet every day after the regular
bill deals with how an $80 million House session adjourns.
surplus would be spent in the higher

to Learn.

(320) 654-5089 or
1-800-222-100~ ext. 5089,

education budget.
'The House version would add
$20 million to reduce disparity in
funding between state universities,"
Opatz said. "This is a business or
compromise."
Opatz also has been chosen by
the Speaker of the House to serve
on the house's delegation to a joint
House-Senate
conference
committee. The committee's main
fun ction will be to work out
differences between supplemental
higher educat ion finance bills
passed in the House and Senate.
He said the committee is made
up of IO members. Half of these
members are from the House and
the other half is from the Senate.
Opatz said his job is to defend and
protect the interests of the House.
"We want
to ex1rac1 as
much as we
can for the
House," Opatz
said.
''This
means more
money
for

327 Fifth Ave. South, St. Cloud
(320) 252-8340
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SCSU limits nwnber ofcommencement guests
by Joe Ziskovsky
STAFF WRITER

For the first time, tickets will be
necessary to attend graduation.
Starting
spring
quarter
commencement, guests of SCSU
graduates will need tickets to attend
the event in person.The graduates
will be given tickets, free of charge,
for their guests. However, they will
be limited to four tickets for the
event. This decision comes after the
fire marshall infonned SCSU that
attendance at last spring's
ceremony, held in the National
Hockey Center, exceeded the
occupancy of.the.facility.
Sue Prout,.. commencement
coordinator for SCSU, notes that
SCSU is taking thi s action
primarily due to local code
violations in the past.
"We were lucky last year that
the fire marshall didn't evacuate the

building during the ceremo.ny.
Instead, SCSU was just issued a
warning," she said.
Prout noted that spring
commencement is typically the
largest of the ceremonies
SCSU currently holds.
"Next year that will ,
change things a little
though," she said. "With the
conversion to the semester
system there will only be two
commencements per year."
SCSU is one of the last
schools of its size that still
allows open seating for its
commencement ceremony.
'There are schools much
smaller than us, even ~igh
·schools, tha! require tickets
for attendance to the graduation
ceremony." Prout noted.
According to Prout, the ticket
system will work in the following

Movie ads
attempt to
fight racism
by Cathy Houdek
STAFF WRITER

Student Government has placed ads in the three movie
1heaters in St. Cloud in an effort to recognize racism as a
problem on campus and in the community. The ads are being
shown in Cinema Arts, Crossroads Cinema, and Parkwood
10 movie theaters.
When people go to the movies there is a IO-minute period
in which a series of movies and ads are advertised before the
feature presentation. In the left-hand comer the ad reads, "No
more racism. A jagged font in the center says, "Racism."The
right hand comer reads, "Not on our campus - not in our
community." The ad is in black and wh.ite and flashes up two
minutes later.
Senator Gretchen Schendz.ielos said Student Government
worked with multicu ltural organizations on campus in
getting feedback for the ad. The purpose of the ad is to
acknowledge racism exists both on campus and in the
community. Schendzielos said the ads are statements of
recognition. She said the pins, "We're All fn This Together,"
and the bumper stickers, "SCSU Has No Tolerance for
Racism" didn't recognize racism.
Christian Rothe, public relations director for Student
Government, said they wanted students and members of the
community to recognii.e tacism as a problem. 'This issue is
very 'important to Student Government," Rothe said.
Through the ads Student Government hopes to get St. Cloud
residents talking abollt racism.
Scott Gardner, junior, said, '.'We all need to realize there
is a proble!1J in order to come up with solutions. You don' t
fi x something that isn't broken."
The advertisement isn't a solution to racism. "We know it
isn't going to fix it," Schendzielos said.
"We want to spark conversation," Rothe said. 'This is a
hot issue. We want to keep it hot. We're making some great
strides in making solutions," Rothe said. Student
Government has other ideas to combat racism. The student
services committee is working with Lee Bird, vice president
of Student Life and Development. "Student Life and
Development has set up a number of committees dealing
with a lot of issues," Schendzielos said. Student Government
is also working on a class on cultural diversity for incoming
freshmen. The class would be modeled after the sexual
assault awareness program.
"A class in cultural diversity really won't do anything,"
Gardner said. "It's a band-aid approach." He said students,
residents, facu lty and administrators need to band together to
work on solutions. He said many students don't think racism
is an issue. 'There are a lot of people who have their heads
in the sand."
•
Students who have ideas on how to make SCSU a more
culturally diverse environment can reach Student
Government by downloading the SCSU homepage or by
phone at 255- 3751.

graduate will be

who will not be
using all four, will be asked to

relurp extra · tickets to a specified
location in Atwood Memorial
Center. Once the extra tickets are
turned in, graduates who would
like more tickets will be
able to pick them up.
''The number of
giving
out
per
graduate
will
probably not be
decided
until
after
the
deadline to tum
tickets
in,
which
will
probably
be
during the week
prior to graduation,"
Prout said.
Prout said the number of tickets
turned in to the exchange will
dictate the number of extra tickets
that will be made avai lable per

graduate. "Obviously if we have
only 50 tickets, graduates will only
be allowed to get one extra on a first
come, first serve basis," she.stated.
"However, this is the first time
SCSU is doing this, so we have no
idea what will happen."
SCSU has made arrangements
for graduates with large numbers of
guests. 1be graduation ceremony
will be simulcast jn the Halenbeck
Gymnasium, and tickets will not be
necessary to view the simulcasL
Details on the commencemeni
cefemony will be mailed 10
graduates outlining the graduation
procedures.
..There are going to be people
angry with this, but it i~ necessary,"
Prout said.
Sue Prout can be reached in rhe
president's
office
in
rhe
Adminislrative Services Building or
via phone ar (320) 255-2122.
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Alrademty Awaffl e oat€str
J

Best-Supporting, Actress
_

Kim Basinger
Joan Cusack

Boogie Nights

_
_

Minnie Driver
Jilianne Moore

Good Will Hunting

_

Gloria Stuart

In& Out
Boogie Nights
Titanic

Best'Supporting Actor
Afterglow
As Good As It Gets
Titanic

-

Kate Winslet

_

Judi Dench ·

_

Helena Bonham Carter

. Mrs. Brown
The Wings Of_ The Dove

_

Robert Forster

Jackie Brown

_
_

Anthony Hopkins
Greg Ki~near

_

Burt Reynolds

_

Robin Williams

Amistad
As Good As It Gets
Boogie Night~
Good Will Hunting

Bestt 0irectoir
_

-

Robert Duvall

Dustin Hoffman

The Apostle
As Good As It Gets
Ulee's Gold
Wag The Dog
Good Will Hunting

-

Peter Cattaneo

-

Gus Van Sant

-

Curtis H anson
Atom Egoyan

_ James Cameron

The Full Monty
Good Will Hu nting
L.A. Confidential
The Sweet Her1:after
Titanic

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Addres.~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phon~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tie Breaking Comments?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mail or drop off your entry to SCSU, Stewart Hall 125, Department of Mass Comm, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
Or send to jrahe@stcloudstate.edu (Prizes are movie passes and wonderful University Chronicle/ KVSC prestige)
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"I would hope people would come to the
table with professionaJism," said Bill Langen,
professor of foreign language and local action

proposal into the negotiations lpat•was based
on the University or Minnesota's plan for
faculty salaries, a

MnSCU's new proposal was a response to
concerns raised in the past by the IFO,
according to Linda
• Kohl, vice chancellor
for public affairs at

have been put on the table from the outset.
He said a new proposal could mean all the
items already agreed upon may have to be
renegotiated.
coordinator for the SCSU Faculty market
based
Association. "I'm not very optimistic at this program for salary
Langen said he feels confident SCSU
poinL"
considerations. The
MnSCU. The IFO President Bruce· Grube does not want a
The two sides have not yet entered into new
proposal .
had said some faculty strike. He also said he has a fCC!ing from
arbitration. The Feb. 4 letter has been the only would
allow
were not being Grube the SCSU administration is also
response from MnSCU to the IFO's request university presidents
offered pay rates anxious for a conclusion.
there's been
competitive
with .
"I think the issues thal separate us,
for arbitration.
· to
'This is an amateurish bunch on the Olher offer larger salaries
those offered by other a roomful of people, could end in a few
side," Langen said.
than the average
universities.
Kohl days."
11ry
attentio1L
Langen a1so said MnSCU has not been to
incoming
said this new proposal
Langen said the mediator who been
· Ofkanized throughout the negotiations. fac ulty
whose .
would allow for involved in the negotiations has said he has
Bill Langen
A fonnal refusal of arbitration i!t needed Cxpertise may be in
paying more to helped all he can and that an arbitrator is now
LOCAL
ACTION
COOAOINATOA
FOA
THE
from MnSCU if they will not enter into high demand. ._
faculty who have needed.
SCSU FACULTY A SSCX:IATION
arbitration.
Langen
highly
demanded
Everyone in the Faculty Association and
"After that we can take a strike vote," he explained faculty are
the [FQ are as concerned as students
expertiSC.
said.
currently
rated
Kohl said the IF0 are, Langen said. They have been
'1f there's been progress it's escaped my professionally by academic criteria in which rejected the proposal out of hand, but it is still dedicated to negotiations and will go to any
attention," Langen added. "I don't have facully receive the appropriate rank and on the bargaining table. · She said meeting 10 settle the dispute. They
optimistic news."
salary.
MnSCU was upset the IFO did not truce the are concerned with the quality 1hat can
Negotiations held on Feb. 21 apparently
"We want to be measured by the same offer seriously. ·
be provided at educational institutions.
did not bring [FQ and MnSCU any closer to standards," Langen said. MnSCU should
"We will move heaven and eanh to
Langen said negotiations looked good
an agreement.
infonn the legislature if they think faculty before the Feb. 21 meeting. He called the new avoid a strike," Langen said.
At the meeting, MnSCU introduced a new salaries are inadequate.
proposal a wild card and said it sliould

if

progress it's escaped

Border ;;toods is a
franchisee of Taco Bell.
We currently own 79 stores
thr
~esota.
We will
2 additional
restauran
ex~ve years.
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GRE
.
Preparing for the GRE April 25 through
May 9 (Three Saturdays, R30 a.m. to 5,30 p .m.).
College of St. Benedict, Henrita Academic Building,
St. Joseph, Minnesota.
Call (612) 624-8880 for registration materials.
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Accounting department signs
alliance with Fargo company
by Christine Larter

security and control to be taught in
Accounting
Department
the classroom.
Chairperson Kate Mooney said the
Accounting
lnfonnation AIS program was developed by
The
SCSU
Accounting Systems is a new program at SCSU talking to professionals who could
Department has received software which will benefit from this tell the accounting program what
aod materials in value of $40,000 donation. An accounting computer · srudents would need to succeed.
from Great Plains Software ·or degree is a part of a rapidly growing
~tudents in the AIS program are
Fargo.ND.
field.
recommended to continue with into
As apan of accepting the
··Students have to like the master's program, according
software, SCSU has signed an computers and accounting to enjoy Mooney. As i1 now stands, the
alliance with the free Great Plains' AIS," said Busta
master's program hopes to only
Education Alliance Network. This
Busta said as far as it is known, take two semesters to complete.
alliance allows SCSU to use Great SCSU is the first in the 5 state area
An internship is also strongly
Plains financia l manag_ement 10 illllitu1e a program of its type.
encouraged upoo students.
software in the accounting
With security and control an
Great Plains is a world-wide
program. SCSU is also required 10 issue in technology and computers, company willing aod anxious 10
use the software and materials in at this will be an emphasis of the hire students from SCSU. The skills
least one course.
software and programs in the AIS learned from the software provided
Professor of accounting Bruce program.
of Great Plains Software are in high
Busta said the software, training
As an accounting major with an demand and provide many
manuals, books and expensive AIS emphasis, students not only opportunities for students.
telephone support will be take accounting classes, but also
Besides working with Great
incorporated into ·one Course Business Computer Infonnation Plains, students of AIS can also find
required of all accounting majors.
Systems classes as electives in careers with the U.S. Postal
This donation will be one tool order to understand the technology. Service. the FBI. and many small
for all accounting majors to become
Students wi1h an AIS focus have finns. These options would provide
more familiar with technology.
the opportunity to work iii, internal the nexibility students may be
Great Plains Software has audit, managerial accounting, considering for their future.
existed since the early 1970s. The governmental accounting, and most
Busta
recommends
not
company
is
the
leading of the infonnation technology and becoming involved in the program
manufacturer of middle tier career paths open 10 BCIS majors.
if students are only interested in
accounting software for middle"It's a combination of two making money. Enjoyment of the
sized businesses. The software is majors to provide a gOOO program accounting and computers are
sophisticated and allows for for students," Busta said.
important.
STAFF WRITER
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Volunteer opportunites could

lead to lifetime experience

Cbronide/9

Resident '
advisers learn
leadership and
teamwork·skills
by Danielle Schmidt
CAREER & MONEY EDITOR

Maribeth.Overland, director of Volunteer Link, and sophomore Chad Hansen converse in Overtand's office last quarter.
Volunteer Link is available to·a11 students. The Volunteer Link is located in Atwood Memorial Center, room 117B.

Volunteering develops
leadership·and builds
strong resume_s
by Danielle Schmidt
CAREER & MONEY EDITOR

Every student has access to a great way to
enhance his or her resume, develop leadership
skills, and receive outstanding letters of
-recommendation.
The Volunteer Link not ·on ly gives

students the names and numbers of places to
volunteer, but they also receive a volunteer
position designed just for them.

By

volunteering,

people

network

themselves to receive contacts. Many people
get hired through the companies they

volunteei for. Volunteering can also show
someone that they may not be as interested
in the career they went to college for,
but actually enjoy something completely

different.
Maribeth Overlal1d, director of Volunteer
Link, said, "Volunteering puts you at the top
of a list when a prospective employer is
looking over applications a volunteered
person will have a big advantage over the rest
of the 85 or so other applicants. lf a job 1s
between two applicants getting hired, nine
out of IO times the person who has
volunteered will become hired first."
In 1994 at SCSU there were 200 students
volunteering, with about 300 hours of service
time. By February of 1998 there were 3500
students volunteering,- with 89,000 hours of
service. People have understood the
importance volunteer time has become in
. order to apply for a job where a person really
wants to work.
There are l IO agencies currently
asspdated with the Volunteer Link, with
numerous jobs in each agenCy. 'Toe Volunteer
Link can also assist with finding jobs in the
St. Paul/Minneapolis area, as well as,
possibly finding a job around someone's

hometown. The Volunteer Llnk is available to
help students reach their goals.
The type of work available may be as easy
as teaching senior citizens basic computer
knowledge, such as word processing and
feeling comfortable with a computer. This
will give the volunteer commu,nication
skills,teaching and technical skills. They will
also gain the very important skill of becoming
a team player by getting along with others.
Nonprofit organizations need to help with
fund-raisers by possibly making posters or
flyers. The simplest way to volunteer is by
takiog notes in class. A note taker will receive
45 credit hours in . volunteer work just by
sitting in class. Many students have actually
raised their GPA by becoming a note taker.
'The extra bonus of becoming a volunteer is
the great feeling a person receives by giving
of themselves.
If anyone would like to become a
volunteer talk to Maribeth Overland, director
of Volunteer Link in Atwood Memorial
Center, room 117B.

If a job is between two applicants getting hired, nine out of 10 times the
person who has volunteered will become hired.first.
Maribeth Overland
DIRECTOR OF VOLUNTEER LINK

Persona] growth is one thing that will
develop when someone becomes a resident
adviser.
An RA h_as many job responsibilities,
such as being available to the members of
his/her floor. An RA provides support,
information, and promotes a variety of
programs for the floor and hall.
Chad Reinhart, fonner Shoemaker RA,
said "As an RA I developed leadership skills,
as well as, being able to work with
multicultural experiences."
To be able to become an RA, a person
must have lived in a residence hall for two
quarters by the end of winter quarter, when
the applications are due. A person must have
a cumulative GPA of 2.25, 36 credits by the
end of spring quarter and leadership
experience.
Jayna Kalkes, RA for W.W. Holes Hall,
said, "I like influencing people and helping
through the life transition. It can get
overwhelming with balancing personal time
and academic, but the benefits of being an
RA pay off."
The RAs for next year have already been
sel~ted. The deadline for applications was
Jan. 23. Before filling out an application,
writing a resume, and a letter of application,
an applicant should attend an information
session. Each person interested in becoming
an RA will need to go through ari RA
Interview Carousel.
RAs are compensated monetarily by
room and board and also receive about
$25.00 biweekly.
Val Weiss, director of W.W. Holes Hall,
said, "RAs are role models for other
students, they promote a positive
environment on their floor and can provide
referral reb urces."

Have aCarHr &Mone~ ,tor~ idea?
New businesses,
organizations, working
students, alumni,
car~
0gy ..
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EDITORIAL

Spring break
.destination not
always a choice
While scunying to find new classrooms and
exchange travel stories it may be difficult to remember
the people of this town who vacationed nowhere but an
icy street last week.
One SCSU student was preparing for spring break
about two weeks ago. Walking out of his apartment he
struggled with all of his bags, silently complaining
about his destination. Directly in front of him, a man
popped out of a dumpster and crawled out carrying
plastic bags full of pop cans. Cursing, he struggled to
balance his bags. As he headed towards his shopping
cart it began to slowly roll away. The student continued
. to his car headed for sunny Arizona.
The word destination is a strange thing. It seems to
imply some measure of choice and intention. The
destination of the man in the garbage dump was to his
cart and probably to the next pile of aluminum cans.
The cold plastic seats of classrooms are warming up
again. A few groans of regret concerning the return of
simultaneous homework and jobs echo there. Some
well-rested, slightly suntanned and possibly overindulged students enter to begin a new tenn.
SCSU provides a safe and attractive environment in
which to learn about the world. Classes like economics
and sociology discuss issues such as poverty,
homelessness and crime. Students learn the statistics,
view engaging photographs and listen to·lectures from
experts. Although this classroom exposure is necessary
and useful, it is just that; classroom exposure.
SCSU may be your destination. A high paying and
prestigious job may be your destiny. But maybe,
collecting aluminum cans to pay for your groceries is
what lime will bring. Think of all the people who have
said to .you, "I never thought I'd be doing this but here I
am." .
A challenge for the new quarter: look for people who
are just like you, full of aspirations and dreams, who
reaclied a destination they did not view as their destiny.
Meet the people who did not get a sunburn in February
and ask to hear their travel stories.
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How to grow healthy flowers
I want my life to be
filled with passion, words,
romance and friendship like a garden's rainbow of
flowers, fragrance and
promise.
I know nothing
about taking care
of a garden. Like
most people I am
exploring, learning
and growing - still
stumbling over
mistakes and fears.
The only thing I
rea!Jy know about
keeping this living garden
is something my mother
always told me: "You reap
what you sow."
I have kept this golden
rule in mind while I
tended the flowering
relationships and skills in
my life - constantly
pouring love and nurturing
the growjng blooms.
My theory and
approach has been to give
what I want to receive.
In doing this, I have
been rewarded many times
and my eyes sparkle at
bees sarnpliog pollen and
the glow of morning dewdrops on silky petals.
But, in my fledgliog
garden, there is one flower
I love but have no idea
how to care for ·-

Co-NEWS EDITOR

Sometimes it seems as if
he spits out water.

Melissa Gilman
OP!NJoNs EDITOR

He is among the most
brilliant and unique
flowers blooming in my
. little plot or anywhere -

tall, fiery red and a perfect
complement to the rest.
He is impossible to
predict, but glorious and
inspiringly independent.
I watch from the
window, worried
because he is not
blooming quickly
or responding in the
way I had hoped.
I realize he is a
flower in need of
sunlight and space.
But, it is hard not to
run to the yard and
water him or check for
weeds.
My intent is to enjoy
him - not hinder or harm
him. But, the idea I might
be blocking his natural
light with my shadow or
watering too frequently
has trickled through the
faucet of my thoughts.
I

freedom.
Am I giving too much
and not leaving enough to

nature?

Most of my plants, like
this one, appeared
mysteriously, naturally
and unexpectedly. I came
to admire them and chose
to take care of them.
Now, if I let go, I am
afraid I will kill my
unique plant before I can
enjoy it. I do not know
how to give this
frustrating flower the
proper mixture to ensure a
brilliant and long-lived
bloom.
In my innocence and
inexperience, I constantly
struggle to achieve a
balance of interest and
independence.
Plants are plentiful, but
alive and delicate - each is
individual and
irreplaceable.
wonder if
nature
..
Still, a friend
and God
suggested some
would
Now, I let go, I things grow the
provide
best with
the things
am afraid I will minimal effort
and
my
kill this unique
I
plant before I can expectations.
10
like this, but
grow if I
enjoy it.
I'm not giving
waited for - - - - " ~ - - - - up, just letting
it to happen.
up.
I think I will just sit
Maybe in my eagerness
to give this plant
back, patiently sip a tall
everything I think it
glass of faith and relax,
should have to be healthy.
confidently enjoying the
I am destroying it and
surprises of my garden
limiting. what it could
and trusting nature to
guide me the right way.
become if given more
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The countdown
to graduation
begins for some
T minus ::. 71 days and coun.(ing boys and girls, until that
big day you and your parents (not to mention your parents
wallets most likely') have been waiting for..
For most of us, we .are glad to be getting out of college,
out into the rest of the real world. A few of us though, are
headed right into an additional two or more years; for us,
this graduation will be more like a stumbling step upward
than a leap into the loving anns of the capitalist corporate
society we inhabit. As one of the lucky
HITHER
few, I have been getting ready for the big
&
day.
YON
Already, you ask? If you are not a
senior, you cannot possibly imagine,
appreciate, or understand all the hassles
we go through. Fret no~ though, young
quisling, for soon you too will get to
experience this joyous and intensely
frustrating event! Applications for
everything, pledges, taking the GRE,
announcements, ordering a yearbook
~ - - - - ~ and pictures, all sorts of things need to
NATHAN A.
be taken care of, all at the same time as
AHLBORN
finishing our last few classes. I know
there are a lot of happy people in this graduating class,
happy that they are getting done before the great switch
next fall, that transformation from Mr. Hyde to Dr. Jekyll ai
we go through the great and stupendous (trumpets blare
and drum roll, please), SEMESTER CONVERSION!
Tak~ a moment to think back to when you first got here.
Remember those first couple weeks, lhe freaky joy and
tense little bundle of nervous energy that was in your
stomach or behind your ribs? Getting ready to graduate is
kind of like that, but with the prospect of actually making
the kind of money where the word "minimum" dbes not
enter the wage negotiations. Know what I mean? I thought
so ..
For many people, graduation is a recognition of their
achievements in School or life; a time to say to oneself and
all concerned or iriterested, "I did this, I made it, - damn
I'm good." For othets, it may be a personal milestone, a
type of rite-of-passage which once undergone is never
repeated in the same way again. Surprisingly enough, I
have met some people who do not really care about
graduation. These people are very calm about the whole
process, as if it were a day like any other.
'
While this seems strange to me (look at all the money
you spent getting here, I should think you would be glad to
be done with that if nothing else), I guess not all of us get
excited about the same things. Ah well, it is a great feeling
of accomplishment for everyone, a feeling all have earned.
For me, I am obviously a wee bit excited about
graduation. I am proud of myself for what I have been able ·
to do, through my own effort and hard work. There is
nothing wrong with being proud of your own efforts and
accomplishments, especially if the reward worked for is as
beneficial as a college degree. I feel like a guy approaching
the finish line of a marathon: it has taken me a lot of effort
to get here,
I have suffered much pain and loss to get this far, and I
have sacrificed an enormous amount of time and money
and energy, but I am almost !here! A few more lurching
steps, my fellow graduates, and we will obtain that which
we have struggled toward for so long. The feeling of
winning is like no other, is it not? It has been a hard-fought
battle for many of us to get this far, but anything worth
·getting is never easy.
·
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Rude behavior mars SCSU image
As a University of Minnesota Golden Gopher
hockey fan, I knew that I was going into enemy
territory when a group of my friends and I made
the trek from Minneapolis to the National
Hockey Center to watch the Gophers take on the
Huskies on March 6.
I expected to be taunted, insulted, and
verbally abused. That's part of the game - fans
get behind their own team and hate anyone
cheering ·for the opposition. This happens
frequently to opposing fans visiting Mariucci
Arena in Minneapolis.
What I did not expect was the immature
behavior when several St. Cloud State fans
sitting behind me decided that verbally insulting
me was not enough. During the first period of
the game, I got hit from behind with pieces of
popcorn, the empty popcorn box and a beverage
cup that still had ice in it. I also had the
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Write
University Chronicle
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, MN 56301

or e-mail:
chronicle@stcloudstcite.edu

stocking cap I was wearing tugged off of my
head from behind after the Huskies scored a
short-handed goal, although that was given back
to me. During this time, I refused to
acknowledge which fans did the actual throwing.
I have several friends who have attended
SCSU. I've always considered it a decent school
with high standards. However, those fans (I'm
assuming most of them were students) did ii.
great disservice toward my opinion of your
institution. Verbal insults toward opposing fans
at athletic events are one thing, but physical
violence crosses the line, even at a hockey game.
I expect to be treated as I would treat an
opposing fan at a Gopher home game, and in no
way would I, nor any Gopher fan, resort to
throwing garbage.
David Malerich
University of Minnesota graduate student

Letters must
include:
name, major in school
( if applicable), and
signature. Letters are
recommended to he
under 350 \Yords.
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Rupe Dunford, a 70-year--old Apache

At the show, perfonned different skits

woman, said, "It was from our actions the
missionaries came to us. I willlt all of my,
people to be cured people. I wish they

illustrating the principles of Christianity.
Kelly Serfling; senior, said, "I put

would stop drinking, but OQ.ly the Lord can
doit."
During

their

stay

in

Cibecue,

lntervarsity Christian Fellowship members
painted two homes and the fence outside of
the Fountain of Living Water Indian

Mission. They also prepared the land

behind the mission for a basketball court.
The group invited the Apache children

to a variety show on March 4 at the
mission's church.

myself in their shoes to try to understand

their world.··Maybe our work will leave
some type of spirtual resid~e."
Christianity is a very important
aspect ofDunford's life.
She has raised her chi ldren and
grandchildren to try to respect Christian
values.
"It's worse right now," she said. "We,
pray for them at church and hope their
minds will be open to see what's wrong.
Pastor Wayne's church has the reaJ thing."

Dunford used to travel with Pastor
Wayne to a local hospital to testify and
share Christianity with the sick and dying. ...,
"A lot of people don't believe that God
is alive and active today, but he is," Petz
said.
One woman Dunford spoke with about
Christianity had "something eating up her
stomach."
After she left the woman staned getting
better.
·
Pastor Wayne said, "In our sq>histicated
society it seems like miracles doo't seem to
have a place in people's minds:·
·

The Cibecue General Store supplies people on ,t
Mountain Apache Reservation with necessary
such as food, clothing and electronics.

REPoIITER'S JOUJ
10:30 a.m. - Friday

I was offered a chance to ai
the lntervarsity Christian Fellov.
trip to Arizona, as a reporter, to
the trip and help paint houses on i
Indian reservation.
Armed with my notebook, ca
20 rolls of film, I was ready to
every sight, sound and image I '.C
Whether it be tragic or trivial
record it.

Midnight- Sunday

After a long and tedious joun
· the panoramic landscapes of C
Texas. and New Mexico, we ,
Cibecue, Ariz. at midnight lon~M
The stars were absolutely
According i.o Christian, our bw
was the closest he has ever felt ti
heaven. I know what he meant
The trip may have seemed
everyone, but It was refreshing,
could've stayed on it all the
ends of the Earth.

IOa.m.

The next morning I met P
(as we called him) for the first ti
"My immediate impression o
is he's well-rounded and b1,1rsti
· joyful personality," junior Kristt
said. "I automatically liked him.'

6p.m.

Delvis Patterson, 6, holds up his hands after helping lntervarsity
Christian Fellowship members paint his parents' house.

Dinner consisted of tacos
wood stove in the church's kitd
rested from our hike. Excitement
the air at the thought of actually l
to begin painting homes the nexl
"I think some of the things j
about as college students wi
insignificant to these people in

~~~!~~•::,~~~!~i~~ s;;~
"I think some of the
things we worry about as
a.m. college students .will
°I
appear insignificant to
these people in the things
it
it
they face."
to
Michael Scholten, left, uses a pick.axe to break up loose dirt while ·
freshman Sean Petz shovels the dirt into a pickup truck. The group
was preparing to lay a concrete slab for a basketball court.

Melissa Anderson
SCSU Sl:NIOR

will be a problem, but the
differences will be a challenge."
9
Monday
We set out today with ladder
of paint and all the brushes we c
Our group split into two ~
group was .bound for a house
side of town, while the other wa
the east side. I headed for the wt
When we first drove up to the
realized wasn't a house. - w~
The group began scraping e~
from the side of the house whili
for someone to come out
gn
one came out.
An hour later, I managed to
mother of the family out of the h~
could talk.
Her name was Junita Tessai
was a mother of eight children. r
ranged from seven months to I

Wthesun

long for

'orme.i

1y to the

Four of them were al school, and the other

1r Wayne

four were at home wilh her. She was a
single mother living in a two-bedroom
home, struggling to find a future for her

te.

family.

.

the man
''The kids' dad is into drinking. He
g with a wants to stop, buf he doesn' t want it bad
1 Wilcox • enough, so I take care of the kids alone,"
she said. 'Tm pnlying I'll be able to get on
my feet for their sake."
'

1uzzed in

Proudly she told me. she was taking a
computer class in the nearby town of
White River. The class teaches Word

!ing able
fay.

Perfect and according to Junita, it will help
her move her family to Tucson next year.

•e worry

"I want my family to know there are
thlngs you can do in this world besides
what's going on around you," she said. ''I
want them to get to know G~ again."
Chad Anderson, SCSU junior said, "A
lot of the people (here), in my opinion, are
alcoholics, and that adds to the· poverty. If
they stop drinking and get serious about
life then things might change."
Pastor Wayne said, 'The drunkenness
is in every house."

round a
~ as we

appear
1e things
Melissa

mication
cultural

buckets

ild find.
its. One
the west

going to

t side.

1ouse we
a shack.
ss paint
I waited

t us. No

:pax the

1sesowe
and she

1eir ages
ea.mold.

lp.m.
After our lunch break, I joined the
second group on the east side painting
Mel vis and Deffie Patterson's house. Thei r
house was a two-bedroom about the same
size as Junita's and also was in dire need of
paint
Melvis, 24, and Deffie, 27, are married
and parents to three children. They moved
to Cibecue from Monument Valley, Utah,
last August to live with Melvis's mother.
Junita didn't allow me into her house, but
~ffie did. Pictures of Jesus anointed the
walls and Christian music drifted in the
background. In the center of the room was

a wood stove similar to the.one we had in
our bunkhouse back in the church.
Talking to Deffie wasn't as easy as it
was with Junita. Her immediate goals
consisted of staying on the reservation and
possibly obtaining a minimum-wage job as
a library assistant at the Cibecue library.

6p.m.
After talking to Junita and Deffie in
their homes today I rea1ized they were very
much alike, yet still very different. Their
demographics were similar, but their
perspectives on their own lives were quite
different. Junita had eight children and no
husband, but still recognized a little work
and planning could give her children a
better life. Deffie on the other hand,
welcomed me into her home, but not
into her heart. Her eyes appeared empty
and filled with hopeJessness and continued
disappointment. She accepted her
situation for what it was and seemingly
planned to live i n it until the day she died.
Tuesday - 10 a.m.
I rejoined the west side group this
morning as they finished p~ting Junita's
house. I had hopes of talking With Junita
again but she was nowhere to be found.
By this afternoon I began to realize the
Apache people are very reserved. The only
explanation I could find was the life they
have lived until now.
The tragedy of the Native American
way of life is well known to most
educated individu:als, yet it is still a Very
controversial subject
"I think we all feel bad about what
happened," said Pastor Wayne. "But we
are a different generation. We need to see
the wrongs that were done a.fld grow from
them."

1 p.m.
I was dropped off at Rupe Dunford's
home this afternoon. My first expectation
was I would need to ask her a lot of
questions like! had with Junita and Deffie,
but I was completely wrong. From the
moment I was dropped off un,til three
hours later she did all of the talking. I never
had a chance to as{a single question. She
gave me the most insight into her home
and her life than anyone else I met on the
reservation. But even she had her ,share of
problems.
When I stepped into her nice brick
house I noticed immediately the floor was
dirty with mud. Later, she explained ii was
because her drunken son had slept on the
couch the night before with his girlfriend.
'They have lots of money, but they
waste it all on booze," she said. ''It feels
like the evil has gotteri a hold of them."
She referred to her son and brother as
demons who wandered in and out of the
house like zombies. She said her attempts
at running a Christian home at the
moment were not successful, but she still
had faith.
She said, "Seems like we., re driven
around too much by the evil than the good.
I only feel good when I go to church."
6 p.m. - Saturday
Coming home after a trip like this was
like steppirig back into myself. I had seen
so many different people and ways of life
it made me pause and realize I'm not so
different from these people. The
challenges they face are different but their
objectives are the same - to create a life for
themselves. I wonder how many other
people see them this way?

Quite often, children who are buried on the
reservation will have personal Items placed on top
of their grave. Hems such as baby shoes are
placed on top of the grave site as well as inside.
PHOTOS AND JOURNAL

BY SARA KIRK
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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Night Security Staff
-t<

/

Sr

-':

pt1ditiond open
1998-99 Jchool year
:..,-

Night Security Staff:
• average fifteen hours weekly.
• maintain the safety &t well-being of
residence hall st~dents and buil ding.
• are trainined to administer residence hall

policies and emergency situa"tions.

Minimum Qualifications:
• 2.0GPA
• completion of 36 credits
• knowledge of the residence halls

Applications are available within th e
Residential Life Office and are
e
fa :h J.7 Please contact the Residential
Life Office with any queslions at 255-2166.

1-8OO-COLLECT RECREATIONAL SPORTS

CAMPUS RECREATION
UPCOMING EVENTS
Entries
Due

Play
Begins

March 16
April 6

April 9
May 14

Captains receive a FREE 1-800 T-shirt
Contact the Campus Rec for more info

255-3325
www.stcloudstate.edu/recsport

SIGN UP TODAY!

St. Cloud State University
Remember, you can receive $9 in collect calls, visit www.1800COLLECT.com

Sports
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Pitching shines during southern trip
Hoehn
continues
• t:·
'
to blow by batters
· as Huskies go 9-1
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

The SCSU softball team is off to
a fast start and sophomore pitcher

Karissa Hoehn has a big part co do
with it.
Hoehn posted a 7-1 record
during the Huskies' recent-southern
.road trip over spring break.
SCSU posted an overall record
of 9-1 and first-year Head Coach
Paula U' Ren said the pitching was
not the only bright spot on the
Florida road trip.
"We ·played exceptionally well
on defense," U'Ren said. "We had
one game with three errors. but
other than that, we only committed
one
error
rn
nine
games."
With the defense and pitching
solid, Hoehn said the biggest factor
· was the Leam's ability to hit the
ball.
"The defense wasn't as
surprising," Hoehn said. "It was the
offense that was surprising. IF"we
-get the offense this season like we
did in Florida, we should go a]I the
way this year."
Two
players
who
had
exceptional starts offensively were
senior infielder Jody Brueske and
sophomore infielder Lisa Rosauer. ·
Both players hit more than .400
for the trip, and U'Ren said they
were the key players offensivelY..
"Both players. were our top
hitters;tU'Ren said. "Rosauer hit
well and Brueske had a hit in every
game."
While the pj1Ching staff returns
sophomore Hoehn, Adria Carlyon
and Shannon Vickerman, the
pitching staff knows the offense
will be the key this season.
"When the offense is going

SCSU sophomore pitcher Karissa HQehn takes a practice swing during Wednesday's practice at Halenbeck South. Hoehn took a
day off throwing due.to tendinitis, but should resume throwing later in the week.
along, we are tough to beat takes U'Ren's spot as the assistant
because we haVe good pitching and head coach as well as Shane
we have solid defense," Hoehn Quesnell.
said.
Hoehn said the changes will be
SCSU will look for big things different, but the changes will be a
from sophomore second baseman positive exp!rience for the entire
Mary Libbesmeier as well as team.
Brueske and Rosauer.
"We're still a young team,"
The only area where the· Huskies Hoehn said. 'This year should be a
are noticeably different this season lot of fun because Paula has a lot to
learn, as we do. It's like we're
is the coaching.
U'Ren takes over for last year's al l learning and in similar
situations."
Head Coach Sue Becker, who left
for a position in the administration
The Huskies will not COmp!te
office.
again until March 28 when they
Former infielder Monica Liggett ·travel to Vermillion, S.D. to

participate in the Dakota Dome
Tournament.
The couple weeks off should be
a nice break ,Hoehn said, because it
will give her a chance to hea1 some
nagging injuries.
''Going to Florida, my right
shoulder had a form of tendinitis,"
she said. "It didn't bother me, but
pitching wise I started to-develop
some habits of hitting my ribs, and
right now my ribs are pretty
sore."
Sore ribs and all, the Huskies
improved on last season's 8-2
Florida swing, and U'Ren said

..

this year's trip was a lot more
positive.
'We really played some 1outti
competition down there," U'Ren
said. "We beat three teams that
were ranked in the top JO in the
nation at the start of the season."
The only loss SCSU suffered
came in the teams fifth game to the
University of Florida Southern.
UFS had been 114 prior to the
victory.
The Huskies first home game
of the season will be April 2 against
Southwest
State
at Selke
Field.

Men's tennis falls to tough competition
by Sean LaFavor
SrAFFWRfTER

The SCSU men's tennis team spent its
spring 15reak where many other college
students go to spend their spring vacations•
Florida
•
But this was a business trip for the
Huskies. They were there to play six matches
· in four days, and they ended up coming back
to St. Cloud with a 2-4
to show for~
trip.
"We played excellent comp!tition down
there," said sophomore Joe Cheney. ''The
comp!tition is 10 times better down there
than it is up here. That's what makes it fun, it
makes us that muc;h better."
They began the trip on March 2 at Webber
College, where they were shut out 9·0. "They
were in action the next day at Eckard College,
where they were downed 7•2.
On Mar. 4, the Huskies played a double•

·We're having frtJUhlefiguring out the.lineup right
now.
Kyle Freske

SCSLJ

record

SENIOR TENNIS PLAYER

header, in which they beat King's College 9.
0, but lost a match to Missouri•~as City

6-0.
They played another doub\e.header on
March 5, beating Division-I rival Michigan
Tech 6-3, but losing to Villanova
g. ].

-''TIiis week, we' ll get a new player
(freshman Todd Bishop, who was finishing
his work with the Huskies' basketball team
while his tennis males were in Florida). That

will help us out a lot," said senior Kyle
Freske. ''So far this year I think we've been
pretty average as far as wins and losses. But
everybody's improving a lot, there's a lot of
comp!tition for the lower spots on the team
right now.'
The Huskies will bring their 6-7 overall
record to play the University of MinnesotaDuluth this weekend. Back on Feb. 14, their
first match of the season, SCSU lost to UMD
g.].

"We've played the tough part of our
schedule right now," Freske said. "It's
unfortunate !hat we had to start the season
this way. We don't get to play the best teams
when we're a1 our best. We're having trouble
figuring out the lineup right now.''
Freske has been the brightest spot on the
team lhus far. He is 64 while playing No. I
singles for the Huskies. While playing at
Eckard College in Florida, he won a·tough
match from EC's Jim Christensen4-6, 7.5, 7.
5. He also is 44 while teaming wilh Nick
Kettenhofen at No. 1 doubles.
The Huskies have also gotten strong play
from a pair of freshmen. Jason Leopold of
Mound Westonka is 2·1 at No. 5 singles, and
4-5 overall, while Troy Pilger, who has been
playing No. 3 singles for most of the season.
has a mark of 2-6 overall.
'Those couple of new guys have come out
and played really strong so far," Cheney said.

Go TO TENNIS, PAGE 17 •
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St Cloud State University
Huskies

Michigan Tech Universi!)'
Huskies

19-1 3-2 overall
· 16-Il-J WCHA
Seed - #4 (33 pts.),

16-18-3 overall
10- 16-1 WCHA
Seed-#7 (21 P•-)

Head Coach:
Craig DahL

Head Coach:
TiinWatters

Friday, Saturday, Sunday if neccesary 1:05 p.m. ~ational Hockey Center, St. Cloud, Minn.

:::.:.-:..-:...-:.,-_-_--,- -. ~
GoaJie: Brian Leitza, Sr., 19-11-2, ·2.97
Defense: Geno Parrish, Jr., 2g-13a-15p
Josh DeWolf, So.• 8g-7a-15p
Forward Jason Goulet, Jr., 8g-12a-20p
Matt Noga, So., 12g-16a-28p
Mike Rucinski, So .• 10g-15a-25p

Pli!YliL

Goalie: Dave Weninger, Jr., 12-14-3, 3.67
Defense: Mat Snesrud, Fr., Og-18a-18p
Andy Sutton, Sr., 14g-22a-36p
Forward Bret Meyers, Sr., 17g-1 8a-35p
Riley Nelson, So., 16g-2la-37p
Andre Savage, Sr., 14g-25~-39p

stan mgs
L
T
GP
Pts.
28
21
43
6
17
28 .
10
35
16
2
34
28
10
28
16
11
1
33
28
13
12
2
28
.Minnesota
28
12
16
0
26
. Michigan Teen
28
10
17
21
8.Denver
28
8
18
2
18
. Alaska-Anchorage 28
4
5
19
14
(Mankato State)
36
15
15
6
* indicates Division-I Independent
CHA's scoring champion U of M's Reggie Berg
CC's Brian Swans1:>n
University of North Dakota
Fighting Sioux

GF
126
IOI
111
101
94
101
79
91
45
133

GA
79
87
93
90
90
94
116
119
81
128

34 pts.
34pts.

Mankato State University
Mavericks

26-5- 1overall
20-5-1 WCHA
Seed- #1 (41 pts.)

by Rob LaP/ante
Sunday's 6-2 University of MinnesotaDuluth victory over Denver may not seem big
to SCSU hockey fans, but it was huge to
Husky players and coaches.
The UMD win means SCSU will host the
first-round playoffs· against Michigan Tech
University, beginning tomorrow and possibly
ending Sunday in a best-of-three series at
National Hockey Center.
·
If Denver would have won Sunday night,
the Huskies wouldn'l have known their
opponent until late Monday. That 's because a
Pioneer sweep would have landed Denver at
NHC.
"It was good for us to know (by Monday)
who we would be playing," said SCSU Head
Coach Craig Dahl. '1t gives us an extra·day to
prepare and (Monday) we had a chance to
look at MTIJ 's power play and penalty kill."
Head-to-head this season, 1he Huskies
faced MTU four times and won all four
games. Two of the three games were decided
by one goal, and Dahl said he expects a tough
baule this weekend.
'The games we won earlier don't mean
anything," Dahl said. "Most of those games
earlier were pretty close, but now we're in the
playoffs and it comes down to a three game
series."
If there is one area that does stand out
during the earlier meetings, Dahl ·said it
would be the job SCSU did defensively in
shutting down Tech's leading scorer Andre
Savage. Savage, who fini shed in the top 10 in
the Western Collegiate Hockp- Association's

II

Seed-#10

Head Coach:
Don Brose

Friday, Saturday, Sunday if necce"sary 7:05 p.m. Ralph Engelstad Arena, Grand Forks, N.D.

'

SCSU drops to fourth;
set to play seventh
seed Michigan Tech

University of Wisconsin
Badgers

J5-15-6overall
(WCHA affiliate)

Head Coach:
Dean Blais

Huskies vs. Huskies
SPORTS EDITOR

Despite SCSU's recent struggles, it couldn't have asked for a better opponent The Huskies
went!, perfect 4-0 this season against T~h and have held MTU's leading scorer Andre
Savage to one point in four games. Prediction - S<lSU in three games.

Sin_,','-"'•==-----

Colorado College
Tigers
22-11-3 overall
16-10-2 WCHA
Seed- #3 (34 pts.)" ·

Goalie: Des Christopher, Sr. 12-12-3, 3.53
Defense: Todd George, Jr., 5g- 13a-1 8p
Mark Zacharias, So., 5g- 14a- 19p
Forward Ryan Rintoul, Sr., l 6g-13a-29p
· Tyler Deis, Sr., 16g-20a-36p
Aaron Fox, So., 14g- 19a-33p

Denver University
Pioneers

imlI

,S"'1-#8 (18 p•.)"

Friday, Saturday, Sunday ifneccesary 8:05 p.m. the World Arena, Colorado Springs, Colo.

- - _______,,,l:'ri.£.oiillgtij _ _ _ _

•

J

The Tigers has been one of the hottest teams in college hockey the past month, but they
have to be worried about this first-round matchup. Denver and CC are big rivl\_ls and this
year the Pioneers took the season series 2-1-1. Prediction - C_C in three games.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _-:&j.J!'.!i'J..'!"'-- Goalie: Jason Cugnet, So., 9-3-1, 3.23
Defense: Cal Elfring, Sr., 9g-22a-3 1p
Scott Swanson, Jr., 7g-28a-35p
Forward Darren Clark, Jr., 23g-20a-43p
Brian Swanson, Jr., 15g-34a49p
Stewart Bodtker, Sr., 9g-12a-21p

Stewart said he's hoping the recent
struggles will disappear now that the playoffs
are here.
"It was kind of an emply feeli ng finishing
in fourth place aft.er battling for the top two or
three spots all year," Stewart said. "We have
been struggling, but the playoffs are a whole
new deal."
Friday and Saturday's game will face-off
at 7:05 p.m. and Sunday's game (if
nec~essary) also is scheduled fo r 7:05 p.m.

Uqiv;, 9.f ;\las!,a-Anchorage
~
,~

Seawolves
, 6-23-5overa\l
~~~~~7~ pts.)

Head Coach:
Jeff Sauer

Head Coach:
Dean Talafous

A huge win on the road against North Dakota should inspire Wisconsin, despite an awful
last month of play. The Badgers are thankful they have the lowly Seawolves as UAA
averages 1.61 goals per game. Prediction - UW in two games.

_ _ _ _ K~-:i]jjyers

Goalie: Mike Valley, ·so., 12-9- 1, 3.06
Defense: Craig Anderson, Jr., 8g-27a-35p
Tim Rothering, Jr., 2g- I5a- l 7p
Fotward Steve Reinprecht, Jr. 18g-22a-40p
Joe Bianchi, Sr., 13g-18a-3 lp
Erik Raygor, Sr., 12g- 13a-25p

Univ. of Minnesota-Duluth

11 -23-2 overall
S-18-2WCHA
Head Coach:
George Gwozdecky

Head Coach:
Don Lucia

Seed - #3 (33 pts.)

8- 1.

Friday, Saturday, Sunday ifneccesary 7:05 p.m. the Kohl Center, Madison, Wisc.

Key_p/iijpg
Goalie: Karl Goehring, Fr., 21-2-1, 2.22
Defense: Curtis Murphy, Sr.• 7g-3340p
Brad Williamson, Jr., 7g-20a-27p
Forward Jason Blake, Jr., 21g-26a47p
David Hoogsteen, Jr., 17g-2 1-38p
Jay Panzer, Jr., 17g-18a-35p

21- 12-1 overall
16-9-1 WCHA

scoring race, was hald to one assist in four
games against SCSU.
'There is no question (Savage) is their big
gun," Dahl said. "We have to keep him.off the
lx>ard, and (SCSU senior forward) Jason
Stewart will play a big part of that. When you
see Savage out there, you'll see.Stewy out
there."
Stewart said he is looking forward to the
challenge and knows how to shut · down
Tech's top gun.
'1 like being on the ice when other teams
have their top players out there. It's a good
challenge," Stewart said. "I think with
Savage, you have to play physical on him,
because he doesn't like to be hit. So we have
to put an open body on him at all times."
While Savage is MTIJ's main man, Tech
has other offensive weapons. Fotwards Riley
Nelson, Bret Meyers and defenseman Andy
Sutton all finished in the top 25 scoring race.
M11J also likes to play a chippy brand of
hockey, forcing teams into dumb penalties
and setting up the WCHA's second-ranked
power-play unit.
''They are probably one of the mqst
physical teams in the league," Stewart said.
As for SCSU, they will try and shake off
Its recent slump, including last weekend's
sweep al the hands of the University of
Minnesota. The Huskies started the season
going on a 14--4-1 tear, but since have gone 5-

- - - - - - - - - "SEne~'lfll/jji,k,~·_ _ __

While Mankato State gave the defending national champions a battle a month ago in Grand
Forks, t~is iime around, North Dakota has something at stake and should walk all over the
upstart Mavericks. Prediction - UND in two games.

-~
l~,
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Goalie: Stephen Wagner, So., 9-15-1, 4.17
Defense: Shawn Kurulak, Jr., lg-9a-10p
Joe Murphy, Jr., 7g-13a-20p
Forward Paul Comrie, Jr., 17g-2la-38p
Anders Bjork, Sr., 13g- 17a-30p
Mark Rycroft, Sr., 14g-16a-30p

4}

Bulldogs
19-15-2overall
14-12-2WCHA
S"'1 - #5 (30 P•-)

Head Coach:
MikeSertich

Goalie: Doug Teskey, Jr., 6-184, 2.72
Defense: Mark Filepcnko, Jr. , 2g-2a4p
Jeff Grabinsky, Jr., 2g-2a4p
Fotward Clayton Reed, So., 9g-6a- 15p
Stacy Prevost, Sr., 4g-9a-13p
Jeff Edwards, Sr., 7g4a-1lp

University of Minnesota
Golden Gophers

1f
-

~

16-20-0overall
12- 16-1 WCHA
Seed- #6 (24 pts.)

Head Coach:
Doug Woog

Friday, Saturday, Sunday if neccesary 1:05 p.m. the DECC, Duluth, Minn.

senesoiinoor

-------

This will be the one series where the road team will have the upper hand. The U of M
upperclassmen, along with the schools hockey tradition will look to erase a miserable
regular season and make a run in the playoffs. Prediction - UM in three games. '

~~ Goalie: Brant Nicklin, So., 18- 15-2, 3.01
Defense: Cunis Doell, So., 8g-22a-30p
·Laird Lidster, So., Og-7a-7p
Forward Ken Dzikowski, Sr., 10g-14a-24p
Mike Peluso, Sr., 2 lg-19a-40p
Jeff Scissons, So., l 3g-21a-34p

~-

-- j

Goalie: Steve DeBus, Sr., 13-1 8-0, 3.10
Defense: Mike Lyons, So., lg- 1la-12p
Bill Kohn, Jr. , 4g-14a-18p
Fotward Wyatt Smith, Jr., 23g-20a43p
Reggie Berg, Jr., 19g-18a-37p
Ryan Kraft, Jr., 9g-24a-33p
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Schlagel
PAGE 1
"I've done this before," Dix said
of the coaching changes. "It's hard,
because

you

want

to

start

concentrating on next season, but
for now everything is put on hold."
While the Huskies are in the

process of looking for a head coach,
Schlagel said it has made the

recruiting more difficult than
normal.
"Sure it affects the recruiting,"
Schlagel said. ~The players don't
know who the coacb will be, but
they said the job w'iil be decided
next week and recruits have until
Apri l 8 to sign."
Meanwhile, Schlagel cominues
to travel and search for recruits,
even though he is uncertain if he
will have a job next season.
"Obviously not knowing puts a
strain on myself and my family,"
Schlagel said. "Myself, my wife,
and my daughter would like to
know if I'm going to have a job
next year. But, a year ago when I

took the position, I knew the
process I was gelling into."
When asked about what he
looks fo r in a recruit, Schlagel
responded with three criteria.
"Number one, we've always
recruited the best people possible
that fit the needs of our basketball
program • that means academic
work,'' he said. "Second, we want
people that will represent the
University in a positive manner and
third, a person who will give us a
chance to win the North Central
Conference."
blx said the season the Huskies
put together should also help when
it comes down to decision time.
"The season we had couldn't
hurt him as far as not getting the
job," Dix said. "He put together a
pretty good season fo r all the
pressure that revolved around him.".
Dix said the players realize that
the selection process is out of their
hands and must continue to focus
on next season.
"Whoever they decide, we just
have to bring what the coaches fit
us into," he said. ''The world will
spin regardless if (Schlagel) is there
or not."
SCSU Baseball Coach Denny
Lorsung is the chairpersan with
seven other people, including Track
and Field Coach Tracy Dill,
Women 's Basketball Coach Lori
Ulferts and Swim Coach Diane
Heydt, whq are also on the
committee.
''I've done my part, now it's up
to them to decide," Schlagel said.

Tennis
PAGE 15
"It's us veterans that are having a
little tougher time right now."
"But we'll get it together sooner
or later."
After this weekend's tilt with
UMD, the Huskies will travel to
Winona to take on Winona State
University and Wheaton College
(in St.Peter).
SCSU will then come home for
its remaining three games before
they will begin defense of last
season's North Central Conference
tournament championship.

SCSU junior Tally Jo Satterlee practices a forehand shot Wednesday aflemoon at the St. Cloud Tennis Center. Satterlee moved up
to the No..1 singles position this season for the women's tennis squad and so far this season has posted an 11-1 singles record.

Satterlee lends a helping hand
Transfer student .
experiences peak
performance
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

Junior tennis player Tally "Jo
Satterlee has come back home to
SCSU where she has become one
of the best singles and doubles
players on the women's tenni s
team.
A transfer student from Central
Lakes Community
College,
Satterlee is the No. I singles player
with a record of 11 · l and the No. 2
doubles player (8-3) with teammate
Jennifer Hulett, sophomore.
"I knew Tally Jo from her high
school at Richfield, where she was
a double's champ, and I knew she

~:i!:isi~~~~~:~·e:~t!:~

::~~:/ ~trw8~t~sand webeat

:~e~~;: i~i'~~i~t:t::~lt~:~s~~
wo,ld be No. I.""
Satterlee says she has played
tennis for about to years and said
she really didn't know what to
expect when she came back to the
Huskies.
·
"I wanted to try to make the
team and at least make No. 3
single's and maybe a double's
team;' Satterlee said.
Sundy said Saterlee has had a
big impact on the team with her
perfonnance in singles and doubles
competition.
"She has really helped the team
a lot this season and the addition of
(first-year player) Leah Neuman
has contributed to the line up,"
Sundy said. ''They 00th have made
us a stronger team. An example
would be how John Carroll beat us

Huskies to an 8-4 record.
"She is a pure athlete," Sundy
said. "She doesn't have all the
classic strokes, but her placement is
excellent. She runs down balls other
players can't get to."
Sundy said he looked for
improvement this season in the
team because last year the team
was younger than this year's
t6am.
"Last year was our rebui lding
year, but I think 8-4 is where I
thought we would be at this point in
the season," Sundy said.
Satterlee has not only set
personal goals for herself this
weekend, but hopes the team can
achieve a good placing in the
conference.

wit~undys~~e!':?s very ~~~~Su~~
penonnance this year helping the

"I hope we can do well in the
Oklahoma Tournament, get invited
to nationals, and at least beat
Mankato State (University),"
Satterle.esaid.
This weekend will give the
Huskies their first swing at
Mankato State University as they
go on the road lo play four meets.
SCSU will be at the College of
St. Scholastica today, off to play
Winona State University and MSU
on Friday and at Gustavus
Adolphus College on Saturday.
Sundy said the key match for the
Huskies on the road trip will be
Mankato State, because they are the
second-place team . in the
conference and SCSU is third.
"l)m very interested in how we
do against Mankato, but Gustavus
is a strong school," Sundy said.
"We have a lot of depth in our team
so we have a better chance of not
running out of gas."

Pitching struggles as SCSU goes 3-7
Offense impressive, but pitching, fielding disappoints
by Sean L.aFavor
STAFF WRITER

It's still too cold to break out the
bats and baseballs in St. Cloud. But
in sunny Florida, the weather this
time of year · is perfect for
baseball.
Florida is exactly wtiere the
SCSU baseball team started off its
seasbn, playing to games in seven
days and bringing home a 3.7 mark
from the road trip.
After opening the trip with a 6.5
loss to Trinity International
College, the Huskies played a threegame series with Lewis University,
losing the book ends by scores or 93 and 7-1, respectively, and
winning the middle game 4--1. The

winning pitcher for SCSU in that
middle game was junior Josh
Vorpahl, who later in the trip lost a
close 3·2 decision to Pittsburgh
University. Vorpahl came home
from Florida with an earned run
average of 1.59.
A"fter'the LU series, SCSU took
on Northland Un iversity, losing
again 9-7. The team took a day off
before playing three games on
March 3. They started off with a
pair against Clarke College,
splitting with them, dropping the
first game 6-2 and winning the
second I7•6. They lost the third
game to Northwood College 10.7.
The next day against Barry
University, the Huskies committed
eight errors on their way 10 a 14--1 3
loss.

"Offensively, we did OK,"
senior rel iever Brian VonEschen
said. "But defensively, we had
some problems with pitching. We
had a few too many walks. As a
team we didn't play all that well."
Offensively, the Huskies have
been led by outfielders Mike
Flanigan, junior (.447 avg., 17
hits, 3 doubles), Chad Rogness,
junior (to RBIs), first baseman
Lance Iverson, sophomore (2
HR, 3 doubles), and Mike
McKinney, ju"ior outfielder (4
stolen bases).
"We went down (to Florida)
very optimi stic, hoping to win
seven out of 10 games," Vorpahl
said. ''There's a lot of good things
we took out of the trip. It's tough
when you get to playing for the first

time outside."
On the pitching side of the ball,
Vorpahl, a starter, leads the team
with his 1.59 ERA, and Von Eschen
is second with a mark of 2.89.
Though the Huskies finished JJ.
30 last season, l-7 in North Central
Conference play, they expect to
perfonn much_beuer this season.
"I expect us to finish pretty high
in the conference. Our goal this
year is to win the NCC," Vorpahl
said. "After a tough season last
year, we think we can tum it around
and surprise a few learns this year.
A lot of teams will judge us by how
we played last year, and they'll be in
for quite a surprise this time
around."
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
SQil/ Scoring Jqdea

NCCll111'sllMUIIIAU.
192Z-98E#nel 5tandings

Tina Schreiner

Team
NCC
Overall
Sou1h D.lkoot Stace ........• 16--2 ...••..........•:Z0.3
St.CloudStatc ............ 12-5 ........... 17-10
Manka10 Slate ................ 11-7.......... 19-8
SOI.Ith OakOla ................... 10-8.............. 19-8 .
Notth Dakca State ..........9-9............. 18-9

Chru;l:i~ WiUiamson

Ter_i W\ltkins
Kati<: Shea

Sarah Brand

Moming,;ide .............. 7-11 ......... 11-16
Nebraska-Omaha ..........5-13 ............ 11-16
Augusaan.a ..................... ..4-14 ............ 11-16

,..,..

NCCBAODAU.

Non.h Dakoo1 ...................7-11 ............ 14-13

sam Srodos !Aka

Jon Hinwun

,
Se-.m Whitlock
Nathan Pelowski

Enoch Dix
No:dWrightson
Tex.Id Bishop
Mark Hein
Jeremy Schmidt

-1'"""""

"'
455

571

8.7

,,

a,

156

6.8 ·
4.8
,.2
1.4

"

124

65
IS
17

llr,mdon Wade

6

LI
OS

NCCW..-......IIAlonAu.
1221-98 E#nsl Sfflndlnvs
NCC
Overall
North Dakora ................ UHi...
..26-1
North Dakota State ........ 144 .............. 21-5
Northern Colorado ......... mi ......... • "l0-7
South Dakota State ........ 12-6...... . 18-9
Augusiana ..................... Jo-8.....•.• 17- 10
MankatoState .............8-10 .......... 17- 10
St.CloudStatc .............8- 10 .......... 13-14
Nebraska-Omaha ........... .A-14 ....... 10-17
Morningside ...................3-15...
..9-17
South Dakota ................ l-1 7........ .5-22
Team

'"
"'"'
"
"

13.8

,.,6.1
S.l
2.4
1.8
1.7
1.2

40

30
28

LO

NorthernOlvlsioo:
Team

NCC
Ovenll
Mankato State ..................6-2 ..... ~···-·32-14
NOith f>akota State .......... 5-3........... 24-17
St.CloudState ................. 1-7 ............ 13-30
North D-Akota ..............•0-0 .•••..... 10-7-1

Southern Division:

A<wge
Team

NCC
Over.tll
Nonhem Colorado ...........7-5 .......... 28-22

J991NCCAY:9m[erensrTemn
Northern Division:

INF
INF
INF
JNF
INF

• Playu

Sl:t:Vt:Schmitz
Brian OU
Tim Boland
Wade \1-Jn Gilder
Con::yF.ckhoff

Ryan Andre
Mike Flanigan
. Travis Helling
Kurt Mocher

Trent Bohnsack

School
M5U
UNC

scsu
MSU
NDSU

Ryan Van Gilder
Chm Bartosiwski
Ryan Andre

MVP

UNC
SCSU
MSU
MSU

PamStierlen
Molissal'cler
Karissa Hoehn

sosu
scsu

Holly¼:as.s

UNO

Pl
MVP

. MSU
MSU
NDSU
UNC

NCC T"""" AJm.FIW>
1991-98 Outdoor Sclwlule

.,.,

NCClonuu.

4/1

l991Frne/Uendines
Northern Division:
Team
NCC
Ovenll
Mankato Scue ................... .4-0 ............36-16
North Oakooi State ........... 2-2......... ..45- 19
SL Cloud State: .......... 04 ........... 30--17
Nooh Dakota ...................0-0 ............ 12-10

Southc:m lfu:iSioo:
Team
NCC
Ovenll
Nebraska-Omaha ............. .5-3......... ..49-11
Auf,:ust'ana ..........................5-3 ............ 37-17
South D-dkeb Seate ......... .A--4 ............31-19
Morningside: .................:... ..44. ...........32-21
Southf>akota ....................2-6.....
27-31

1221NC,CAU-Cqnfrn::nce T.,,,..
Player
School

Pos .

INF
INF
INF
INF
INF

INF
OF
OF
OF
OF
OF
C
C
UP
DH

Michigan Tech :u SL Cloud St.. 7:05 p.m
Denv.:r at Colorado College. 8:-05 p.m.
Alaska Anchora&>e at Wisconsin, 7:-05 i.m.
Minncl;(JI.I at UM•Duluth, 7:05 p.m.
Mankalo St:ue at North D'dkota, 7:05 p.m.

MSU

Pl

"

Date

"""'"

NCC
Nt:braska-Ormha ........... 104 ........... 29-19
Au1,•uscma...
...........9-7............ 15-21
South Dakota State ····••··•··6-6 ........... 24-19
South Oakota ..
..... 5-7... ..... 15-31
Morningside. ... .......... 4-10.......... 14-31
T=

Pos

OF
OF
OF

15.5
14.0

1991ftnalSl9n4#ap1

21.1

235
223

Ji:rodMalllOfl
jerry Nelson

16.9
89

~39

&'.!i.

440
418
.378

158

Leah Thomsen
S,raHetdi Mobeq.;
SarahLocy
SamanthaBraru
~naGi!bertso11
f.mily Andt:ISOO

Nonhcmc.olor.tdo ..........9-9 ........... 16-11

,.,

"'

Holly\b.ss

UNO

Mindi Prince •

MC

Leah Hu~
Toni Nowk

MSU
UNO

Angie Koll

MC

Mary G.-Jmonz
Jenni Uponicke
Krisli Gorman
p..sica Taff
Tania Volin
S:mh Schmitz
Heatht,r Hillstrom
Nov-J Butor
Lisa Rosauer
A!ysoo Rolph

NDSU

UNO
USD
MC

SDSU
NDSU
MSU
AC
SCSU

4/18
4/18
4/24-15
4127-28

S/2
S/11-9
5/14
5/16
5/21 -23

Opponcnl
mu.: Devil Invite
Sc. lhomas Invite
Carleton Relays
Mani!ou Clas.sic
Drake Rebys
NCC Multi-Event
Nike Invite
NCC Meet
NCAA Qualifier
NCAA Qualifter
D-IIN:uionals

11mc

11 a.m.
4 p.nL
10 a.m
lOa.m.
8a.m.
10 a.m.
11 .... m.
3 p.m.
TBA
TBA
TBA

-

Michigan Tech at St. Cloud SL, 7,05 p.m.
_ Denver at Colorado College, 8:05 p.m.
Alaska Anchor~-.: at Wisconsirc, 7:05 p.m
Minnesota at UM-Duluth, 7:05 p. m.
Mankato State at Nooh 0-J\Ol.i, 7:05 p.m .

Game funda;r OfllffffHPO')
Mk:higa.n Tech a1 St. Cloud St., 7:05 p.m.
Dt:nver a ! ~ CoUt:ge. 8:05 p.m.
Ala.ska Anchor-Age at Wisconsin. 7:05 ·p.m
Minru;:sota al UM-Duluth, 7:05 p.m.
M.lnka10 State al Nooh Dakota. _7-05 p.m.
WCHA final Srorins l.qdrn
G. A fn..f:MU:i.

&m

WCHA HOCDY
1991 WQIA Stand#ttn
T.,...,.

W•L-T PTS GF GA

Noith O;tkcu
.21-6-1 43127 80
W~n. ~ .................... 17-10- 1 351oi 88
Colorado Collt:ge ............ 16-10.2 3<1 11 1 93
SL CloudSWC ........, ..... 19- 13-2 33101 90
Minnesota-Duluth ..... ·.... 14-12-2 30 94 90
Minnesru ..................... .12-16-0241019'1
Mich,g:m Tech ............... 10-17-12179116
~Vt:T .•.. ~ .................... 8-18-21891119
Alaska Anchor.11,>e ...........5-194 1445 81

-

North Dakota 27-6-1. Wisconsin 22-13-1,
ColooidoColk1,t 22-11·3. SL CloudSI 19J}-2, Minrn:soia-Duluth 19-15-21 Minnesota
16-20--0, MichiganTech 16- IB-3,Dem-cr
11·23-2. Ala.,;ka Ancoor:l!,>t:6-23-5.

MSU

Reggie l:leig/UM
Brian Sw-dnson/CC
D.lrcen Clark/CC
Jason Blake/UNO
Sieve Reinprechv'UMD
Wyatt Snuth/UM
Mike Pt:lusolUMD
i\ndre Silv.11,>e/MTU
Curti5 Murphy/UNO
David HOQg$1e.:n/UNO
Jeff Scis.son.vlJMD
Cmig Andt:rron/UW

FOR INFORMATION
CALL

APARTMENT
FINDERS

259-4040

• Tuck-under parking
• Heat Paid
• Water Paid
• :Tanning Bed
• 2 Full Baths
• Dishwasher
• Microwave

/8lGG£S1l' AIPARTMEN/l'S ON CI/Ml'US!

17 34

2J 34
16
16
19
13
14
18
23
14
18
23

33
32
32
30
30
29
29
28
28
28

lj-26
9-18
14-28
23-46
6-12
2142
29-74
14-28
24-64
6-12
18-36
8-16

WQJA Elna! Goalu:ndinR lcadn;s
l..fLt.a.l!.
~i,M_srt.
Karl Goehring/UNO
Doug TeskeyNAA
Gmham MelarL50n/UW
Sieve DcBu.s/UM
Br-Jnl Nicklin/UMD
Colin Zuliane\WCC
llrianlci!i.a/SCSU

JJ.2-1
5-16-3
7-4-0
10-14-0
16-JO- I
9-5-0
16-10-1

2.23
2.57
2.87
3.02
J.14
3-07
3.14

28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud. MN 56301
f320J 251-2569
~~and ffi! ~

ConiPact Discs
Casseltes
Clothine
Posters
Jewelry
Audio Accessories
Guitar Strines
Drumsticks
Incense
Maeazines

Compact Discs
Casseltes
Videos
Leather Jackets

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. JO a.m .-9 a.m
Sat. IO a.m.-8 p.m.
S n. 11 a.m.-6 p.m.

(}; n1ai~
available with:

17
11
17
16
13
17
16
11
6
14
10
S

ffietus
&T.
-CLOUD

Tell tnotn tnost of-what
you're up to.

1-800-COLLECT

®

.916
.<)()C)

.910

.896
.S'02
.879
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Prografll sends strong signal
.
.

Photos by Kristine WhiJe!SrA.FF PH(JT()(JRAPHER

Senior Judi Gay .records the introduction to a radio segment that will be played on KVSC 88.1 FM during Women's History month. Gay's
creation can also be experienced at the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis. It is part of an exhibit titled "Women in the Director's Chair." _

by Muriah Mille~
STAFF WRITER

While many people recognize
women's achievements this month,
others consider i1 a year-long and
lifelong exploration.
It is Women's History Month and
many things · are taking place on
campus and in the community to

spoliight .the history and future of
women. One of SCSU's women has
recently received state and national
.recognition for her contributions.
Judi Gay, a senior majoring in
applied psychology, is suppon.ing lhe
month through a unique radio series
she created entitled "American
Sojourn."
The show highlights 150 years of
the women's movement in the United
States and includes segments about
women in the workplace, sexism and

racism, perspectives of AfricanAmerican women and women in
music.
"I began lo listen lo what was
missing from the media, television
and radio, and it was missing
infonnation about how women have
helped 10 shape American culture,"
Gay said.
What started as a class project and
independent study has now become
more than one show on KVSC 88.1
FM and an exhibit at the Walker Art
Center in Minneapolis. Along with
"American Sojourn," Gay is also cohost of KVSC's "Sisters," a show

'tbe point is awareness and to
about ~omen's music of the 1960s it all together in small segments that
and women's issues.
really reach listeners."
always question why things are the
'The "American Sojourn" segments
The series, produced at KVSC way they are," Gay said. "Women and
are aired daily on KVSC and are from with Mass Communications instructor men together as allies is what will
four 10 six minutes in length. Gay has Al Neff as production engineer, has make social change."
"American Sojourn" will be
prepared these scripts for each day also been broadcast on other public
radio s1ations in Minnesola including broadcast this month daily at I1 a.m.
during March.
The Walker Art Center Exhibit in KFAI-Minneapolis, KAXE-Grand and 6 p.m. on KVSC and the "Women
in the Director's Chair" exhibit is
March is "Women in the Director's Rapids and KUMD-Dululh.
Chair'' and has selected Gay's
The technology at KVSC and her from March 6 to 27 at the Walker Art
program to be part of it, running from co-hosts and producers are things Gay Cemer in MiT111eapolis.
March 6 to 27. Gay considers it a great recognizes along with her success.
"We are really lucky
honor to be recognized at the exhibit.
"I was absolutely thrilled," Gay 10 have KVSC on
said. "Being selected validated the campus," said Gay. ''You
work I was doing to feature and can hear the news you
discover how women's life struggles don't hear through the
and achievements are valuable to this mainstream media."
culture."
Jo
McMullen,
Coordinators at the Walker Arts KVSC's s1ation manager,
Center are also excited about Gay's said 1here has been
work and the women's movement in feedback in suppon of
"American Sojourn" and
Minnesota.
"'American Sojourn' is a "Sisters" and the shows
pioneering ~iece," said Marlena have a good audience.
Gonzales, director of the exhibit. "We
"I think the people
selected it for its strong content and who listen to KVSC
the vast knowledge it .giv~s of really come to appreciate
women's contributions." - ·
the diverse things we
GonzalCs said the exhibit is do," McMullen said.
essentially a film festival , but Gay's "KVSC offers something
radio piece was featured for its context a little different, locally
and to extend the "Women in the produced, and open to
Director's Chair" exhibit to other opinion."
Gay continues in her
medias.
"It's a rare opportunity for people .
1 0
at~~ •KV-SC~-P-rod'-uc-e""r-'Acl-Neff works with Gay to
and students," said Gonzales. "lns1ead ~~:;~nd :~
of a person going to the library and Women's Cent:r on make some joint editing decisions on the
computer Monday night at KVSC's studios.
doing extensive research, Judi pulled campus.

ir:a
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St. Patrick's Day rich in h~story, pride
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

Green beer and shamrocks are popping up
all over St. Cloud as ~St. Patrick's Day
approaches.
What began as a religious Irish holiday
has, in recent yeal'S, turned into a secular
event full of leprechauns, "Kiss me, I'm
Irish" pins and funny hats.
"I don't think most people know the
history of St. Patrick's Day," said Dave
Bischoff, manager at O'Hara's Pub and
Restaurant, "I don't even really know the
history of it."
The meanlng.:nf St. Patrick's Day may be
lost to many. After all, how many people
know that St. Patrick spent his youth as a
slave or that he dedicated his life to the
conversion of Ireland in the fifth, century?
It was not until two-and-a-half centuries
ago, however, that the holiday came to
America, specifically Boston. The first St.
Patrick's Day parades were not in the name of
fun, either. Instead, they were once Irish
gatherings to rise up against Protestant power.
The Irish · holiday became even more
importan1 about 150 years ago, during the
potato famine on the Emerald Isle. As the
Irish fled to America for relief, they were
faced with another fonn of oppression American prejudice.
A lot has changed since then. The Irish
have risen past poverty and destitution in
America. Also, St. Patrick's Day is no longer
just an Irish-Catholic celebration.
"It's a day when everyone wants to be

Irish," said Rudy Ruether of McRudy's Pub.
Parades commemorating the day are no
longer struggles to overcome Protestant .
power, either. The controversy in recent years
involves allowing homosexuals to use the
parades as a platfonn.
That controversy has not reached St.
C!Olld yet, although this year will be..only the
Third Annual St. Patrick's Day parade.
The parade will be held on Sunday at I
p.m. This year's route begins at McRudy's
and runs up Gennain Street to O'Hara's.
"We get a really good tum-out for the
parade," Bischoff said. ''There are always a
lot of families marching and a lot of
spectators."
.
Mike MoITls and Jim Fahnhorst of the
Mi~nesota Vikings will be, the Grand
Marshals.
The Irish pubs will also be serving Irish.
stew, corned beef sandwiches, and other Irish
delicacies.
"We usually pull in true Irish
traditionalists for the food," Ruether said.
Of course, it's the green beer that brings in
many customers.
"We've already had people asking for it,"
Bischoff said, adding that ·it was his favorite
part of St. Patrick's Day, too.
McRudy's will also bring in a two-piece
band for the day, and O'Hara's will have live
entertainment FriQay, Saturday and Tuesday
nights.
St. Patrick's Day may not pay much
homage to the man who once converted
Ireland's pagans to Christianity, but, for
many, at least it is fun.
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Graffin's solo album proves to be truly solo
by Betsy Cahill
MUS/CCR/TIC

There are many musicians whose
repertoire revolves around the piano.
Performers such as Elton John, Ben
Folds, Jerry Lee Lewis, Tori Amos and Ray
Charles have all shown incredible· skjll at the
keyboard. The last person you'd expect to
find on this list is a man who has been
fronting a punk rock band for the past 18

years.

Greg Graffin, lead singer or Bad
Religion, joined this elite list when he
released his first solo album, American
Lesion on Atlantic Records.
After two decades immersed in the world
of punk rock, lJrilfin is now playing
everything but punk tunes and revealing a
secret talent for playing the piano.
Since Bad Religion fonned in 1980,
Graffin sang lead vocals as the musicians
changed over and over. Today, he remains
the only original member of the band he
started when he was 15 years old.
As the songwriter for Bad Religion, he
fine-tuned his knack for voicing social and
political injustices he witnessed or

experienced in everyday life. The songs
robotic, concerned with and motiYated by
collected on American lesion were written
mere black positive numbers, losing touch
over the last IO years for Bad Religion, but
witJl our more se'nsitive human capacities."
never recorded.
·
He added "Our new National heritage is one
These are much different than anything • ot dollar signs and the trail of broken hearts
by Bad Religion. They are more personal that litter the way in our quest for the gold."
speaking of relationships and other aspects
In "Predicament," Graffin focuses.on the
of his life.
tendency to suppress feelings. It is based on
The concept for American lesion "relates the idea it is impossible to simply forget the
to today's climate in our business-dominated hardships and dilemmas of life. Graffin
society," Graffin wrote on his Atlantic
si ngs, 'Troubles never go away, they just
Records web site. "You are seen as a pariah
resurface on another day."
In "Fate's Cruel Hand," there are some
if you do something that isn't profitable,
regardless of the emotional wellness it
subtle hints of a jazz influence in the rhythm
promotes. _Yoo become, in a sense, a lesion
and melody. I can imagine this song being a
on the tranquil surface of prosperity that
hit al some big city piano bar. Graffin wrote
America stands for."
about oppression and wanting to just give in
Graffin is a highly educated and wellwhen times are tough when he said, "You
read man. He is working on a Ph.D. in
can do what you want to me cuz I don't
_paleontology at Cornell University where he have the energy to retreat or hold ground or
also teaches.
barely stand."
'The Fault Line" was the biggest surprise
His intelligence comes through in all his
songs. It is very hard to imagine a song
on the album. It seems to be influenced by
written by Graffin that didn't send me in
1950s country music and could easily be
pursuit of a dictionary.
sung by Johnny Cash. Graffin's superb
Expanding further on the irispiration for
guitar playing was unexpected aft,;r a long
his solo album, Graffin said "In this
stint as only a vocalist with Bad Religion.
scramble for dollars we are becoming purely
"Cease" was originally recorded by Bad

beaten
path...

Religion on its 1995 album The Gray Race.
The American lesion version is
considerably slow.er and was turned into a
piano ballad. Th.is makes the lyrics mu•ch
more contemplative and Graffin's voice has
much more passion and meaning than it ever
had before.
'The Elements" is reminiscent of late
1960s rock and roll. It sounds.a lot like a
Crosby, Stills and Nash song, especially
when Graffin adds his own Coice as back up
vocals on the track.
Still, the most impressive aspect is
Graffin wrote all the songs, performed all
the vocals and instrumentation, and
recorded, produced and mixed it all in his
own recording studio in his own home.
There are very few artists who can say
they have this amount of creative'control
over the various processes their music goes
through.
American lesion is not just another
singer/songwriter effort. Besides his talents
.for song writing and musical performance,
Graffin co~bines his intelligence with his
drive for social and political awareness,
making this album a truly well-written
project.

{ SUSAN LOO, Customer Support}
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TAGE, 25
Call Ryan Vo1, at 255-2449
or stop by SH 13 for more
information or to apply IO be
the Chronicle's new

Diversions Editor.

YEARS WITH WEST GROU P, 3
FAVO RJT E MOVIE, The Brtakfa,t Club
FAVORITE MU SIC: Frtddiej ones, C(Jtmting Crow1, Matchbox 20

J;;)
www.sauhouslng...-om

RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY: Vi!iling temples in Hong Kong with her
family and rubbing the head of a god holding an oveniztd pend/ to induce
good penmanship
FIRST ENCOUNTER. W IT H TEC H NOLOGY: "I was in seventh grade

and tried to sa11t my term paper to a floppy and cra1hed the whok computer."
FAS H ION Tl P: Alway1 come to work with wet hair

QJ} OT E: "Basically we diagnose the problems attorneys havt, with a
legal infonnation product. Ut '.J say it'! a CD-ROM their tower won't
read. We have them load new CD-ROM drivers or we tell them

how to modify our own software's config11ration to make it work."

MAKE YOUR MARK
West Group- the wodd's largest
provider of information to the
legal marketplace - is looking for
talented people now. So whether
you're into silicon or sales, there's
a challenge here for you. For more
information on career opportunities,
call l-612-687-8980. Or visit our
Web site ac www.jobs.westgroup.com.
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Classifieds

-STATEVIEW

Housing

4-bdrITl.

EFFICIENCIES
14 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/$3S garages.
1 & 2-BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
quiet building. 12-month lease only.
Call 240-9483.
2-BDRM.
in 4-plex · bf Halenbeck Hall.

Summer~alL Call 251-8941.
UNIVERSITY PLACE
attractive 4-bdrm. apts., heat
DW, garages, carports. Five floor
plans, E.P.M. 251-6005.

v~..

2-BDRM. $425/MO.
Forestview apts. S.E. location on
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parking/plug-in included. 654-8300.
WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near Halenbeck.

:~=·Heat pd. Northern Mgmt
FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
reserved parking with plug-ins.
Quiet, Walk-in dosets. On bus line.
Heat and water pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
•
2-BDRM. APTS.
1 block from campus. Newly

remodeled, large bdnn. 253-1154,
Select Prop.
CAMPUS APTS.
spacious 4-bdrrn. apts., newer
carpeting, heat pd., near SCSU on
5th Ave., E.P.M. 251 -6005.
OLYMPIC/I
3 - 4 bdrms. Near hockey center. 4bdrm. split un!s with two lull baths.
DW, micro., security, garages and
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.

units on

campus.

2

showers, ow, micro., securi/y. Heal
paid. 253-1154.
---:U""N"'IV-,,E"'R7SITY
= ~
W~ES
~T- O
_N
_ 7T
_ H_

4-BDRM. APTS.
various locations. 259-9673 or 2599283, Courrier Pmp.

1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
close to SCSU. Heal pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 2518284, or 251-9418.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdnn. untts acw...s from campus.
Clean quali/y living. OW, NC, heat
pd. Con1act Equi/y lnves1ments, Jeff
420-1290, or 251-8284.
2-BDRM.
side by side duplex by Halenbeck
Hall. Call 251-8941.

' E±&SC£J

Policies:

•Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Monday's
edition.
• Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable door.. Notices are free and'"nln according to the amount of space.
rents. Shoi:t-tenn leaseS. Telephone _ For more information, call Brenda Herubin, clas.sifieds manager, available at 255252-6153, leave a message.
3943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
4-~drm. apts., DW, micro., NC,
quiet and clean, garages. Excel
Mgmt, 251-6005.

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE /Tl 1,2,3 & 4-bdrm. apts.
METROVIEW APTS.
with . yarious floor plans and 2 and 3-bdrm., close to SCSU,
amenities. Choose your size and
. decks, OW, heat pd., NC , securi/y
~~~~_ic util. pd. Northern Mgmt. garages, micro., Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.
VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhousing.com.
Campus Management.
MICHIGAN PLACE
large 2-bdnn. on S.E. side. French
balconies, on bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt 654-8300.

FEMALE TO SHARE APTS.
private bdnn. near downtown/SCSU
avail. summer & faff, 251-4605.
WEST CAMPUS 4-BDRM. APTS.
2 locations, 1 & 2-baths, heat pd.,
~;r ~rpeting, parking. E.P.M.
CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdnns. with 2 full baths.
Extra_ storage. OW, garages,
security. ~eat pd. 253-1154..
AFFORDABLE
4-bdrrn. apts., Westview, close to
new SCSU library, heat pd., NC,
ow. 251-8284, 251-9418.

EFFICIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
APTS.
close to downtown arid SCSU, heat' 1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrrn. widen or 2pd., Riverside Prop. 251-8284, 251· bdrrn. sm. $425. 2-bdrrn. reg. $445.
2-bdrm. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
9418.
ceiling fan, DW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
NO MORE ROOMMATES
spacious 1 & 2-bdrrn. apts in 8-plex.
RAVINE APTS.
Private off-street parking. Laundry,
heat pd. Northern Mgmt 654-8300. fall ol 1998. 253-7116.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrrn. townhomes, individual
leases, $2({)/$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.
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4-BDRM. APTS.
$195110-mo. laase, $175/12 mo.
lease. Heat and basic cable
included. 259-9673, Courrier Prop.
NOW LEASING '98 · '99
large 2-bdrm. apts. free off-str.
parking, laundry, micro., n~ar
Halenbeck Hall. $220/mo.12-mo.
lease, $240/mo.10-mo. lease. Call
Glen at 251-0029, if no answer
leave message.
SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
$190/mo. Avail. immediate~. 1 blk.
to campus, nice! Call 267-3291, or
251-4160.
STATESIDE APTS.
4-bdrm. apts. & studios. Newer
carpet and pain1, DW, heat pd.,
parking, garages. E.P.M. 251-6005.

2-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, newly remodeled, $275
- $295/mo. ea. 1-yr. lease. 1 blk. to
campus. Call Greg, 267-3291,
251-4160, N/A255-1274.

SOUTHVIEW APTS.
attractive 2-bdrrn. apts. heat pd.,
OW,_ micro., NC, intercom entry,
parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.

1-BDRM. APTS.
~~9-~~~-ve., avail. June, August.
1-BDRM. EFFICIENCY APT
in a house. March '98. Nonsmoking, no pets. Parking. 253-

5340.
AMENITIES PLUS
UNIVERSITY NORTH
2, 3 and 4-bdrm., decks, heal pd.,
OW, NC. 1.5 baths, Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251 -9418.
2 AND 3 BDRM. APTS.
for women. Heat, elec. pd. Parking,
laundry. Close , quiet 253-0451.

MALE OR FEMALE
roommate wanted for house near
downtown. Includes room, large
yard,. huge kitchen, big living room,
sate/hie TV, laundry. $235/mo. Gall
240-6988.
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdnn., many locations. 2-bdnn. 1
block from campus. 253-1154,
Select Properties.
WEST CAMPUS II
2, 4-bdrm. apts. with 2 large baths,
OW, NC. Close to campus. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt 654-8300.
M & M APTS.
now renting for '98-'99 school year.
apts., all fresh~ updated.

2, 4 ANO 5-BDRM. APTS
2 full baths, micro., OW, security,
heat pd. 259-9283, Courrier Prop.

~~:34

AVAILABLE 3/1
efficiency with private bath. On
5111 Ave. 253-11 54.

:~:d ~~~~e:inid~:;~::~:
Riverside Property 251-8284, 2519418.
·

AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also 1 and 2-bdrrn. apts. On bus
SINGLE ROOMS
line. Riverside Properties, 251·
in house avail. Renting for spring,· 8284, or 251-9418.
summer, fall. Call 203-3150, leave a
2, 4-BDRM. APTS.
message.
several locations. Call 259-9283
Courrier Prop.
'
8 BDRM. HOUSE FOR WOMEN
key~d r~oms, laundry, parking,
HALENBECK APTS.
walking d1Stance. Carla 252-9839.
2 full bathrooms in each apt. 4·
bdm,. units. Storage rooms avail.
SPRING, SUMMER, & FALL
tired of the noise and congestion? 259-9434.
We have large, private rooms, with
UNIVERSITY APTS.
cable TV, laundry, parking, and a
GREAT location! Call for details ... 2 large bdnns. close to SCSU and
downtown, heat pd., DW. Riverside
Bob 251-8211.
251-8284, 251-9418.
HOUSE FOR WOMEN
M& M SUITES
5 openings. 1 blk. from campus on
6th. Heat, micro., TV, telephone in 1-room efficiency in clean, quiet
each bdrm. 240-0679, 253-0679.
building. Utilities, cable included.
259-9434.
NOW RENTING FOR THE 1998-99
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
school
year.
251-1814
or
MANAGEMENT
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Management.
has 4-bdnn. apts. and 1 house for 5
women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
BEST SUBLEASER ON 5TH AVE. campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.
for male. Now $179/mo. Private
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM.UNIT
room, 2-bath apt 259-9434.
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.
2 OR 3-BORM. APTS.
Northern Mgmt 654-8300.
in a house. Sept. or June '98.
3, 4-BDRM. APTS.
Private kitchen and bathroom. Nonsmo~ng, no pets. 253-5340.
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 full baths, lree parking.
And much more. 253-1154, Select
Properties.

IVY APTS.
4-bdrrn. apts., DW, micro., security
and basic cable included. Heal pd.
259-9673, Courrier Prop.

very nice~:t~~a~'1Yr. lease,
1 blk. to campus. Call Greg, 267·
3291, 251-4160 N/A255-1274.
FOR RENT:
very nice 4-bdnn. home, 3 blks. from
campus. Avail. 9-1 -98. Call Rich
Thesoen at (HI 252-2193, or 0N)
253-7373, leave message.

APTS. ARE GOING FAST
CAMPUS11~UARTERS HAS 1 & 2 call today,,(251"18_14) or .see us on
OPENINGS
the web, scsuhousIng.com. Campus
in 4-bdrm. apts. for fall. Includes Management.
heat, DW, micro., NC, blinds. 575 _.._ -'
"=
' ·'>.!'•~
; = - - -- 7th St S. 252-9226.
CONVENIENT HOUSES

CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4bdrrn. apts. TV, telephone in each
bdrm. Security, OW, micro., heat.
243-0679, 253-0679.
APTS., ROOMS AND
EFFICIENCIES
many styles and locations. One call
rents it all! 253-1154, Select Prop.
1- BDRM. APT
subleaser needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management.
PRAIRIE HOME
2-bdm,. Large rooms, decks. Easy
access to SCSU. Air conditioners.
Heat pd. Northern Mgmt 654-8300.
MICHIGAN PLACE
1,2,3-bdrm. spacious, French
balconies. 2 . baths. Quiet S.E.
location. On bl.is line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt 654-8300.
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WINDSOR WEST
FREE CASH GRANT!
4-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two full· College. Scholarships. Business.
baths. DW, micros., security. Heat Medical bills. Never repay. Toll Free
paid. 253-1154.
H!00-218-9000 ext G-3883.

3115extA568t t.

SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
m~ros., security, heat pd. 253-1154.

$6.

For Sale
SELLING CAR
call 255-3732. $600.

Personals

FOR SALE
1985 Chevy Cavalier. 72M, $1,500
or b/o. Call 240-81\1(>.

Notices
IMMUNIZATION
Stearns County Public Health will
be

sponsoring

its

monthly

Immunization Clinics in conjunction
with WIG clinics in the St. Cloud
area. The vaccine is provided by the
Minnesota Department of Health for
use in public clinics. There is a $6
per
immunization
donation
requested and Medical Assistance
and Minnesota Care can be billed
for

those

who

are

TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251·
7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,

JESUS ANOSATAN ARE
PRETEND
The anonymous "Tf writes "How
utterly worthless is the tripe of the
anonymous coward: Is that really
Jesus of Nazareth signing other
ads? TR, what woo~ you do n you
knew who I was? Assault me with
Christian love? If your religion is
immoral, then reject your religion. To
worahip Jesus, the infinite torturer, is
to worship . infinite evil, infinite
.immorality, infinite hatred, infinite
cruelty. What you worship is a
reflection of you. Those who
threaten others with infinite torture
are terrorists (e.g. clergy, Jesus, HeU
Christ). Christianity is false.
Question au religion. Atheism is true.

eligible.

Appointments are not required but
are requested. To schedule an
appointment, please call Steams
County Public Health at 656-6155
or, if long distance, 1·800·4SO.
5893.

Employment

DO YOU ENJOY ORIVING? ARE
YOU EFFECTIVE AT
COMMUNICATING WITH YOUNG
GREAT MUSIC, GREAT STORYI
PEOPLE? WOULD YOU LIKE TO
FREE INTERACTIVE
EARN ABOVE AVERAGE
•
MULTIMEDIA CD-R0 M
WAGES ~ii~~RT·TIME
A FATHER &_TWO SONS, a sto,y District 742 Community Schools is
of love.& forgiveness. ~rder on the accepting applicatiQns f~r school
bat. WW1t...!Qyeofchnst.org~us_op8ratocs.~. MoffiinQ and
anemoon route positions avail. 7 • 9
a.m. and 2 · 4 p.m., with a variety of
.\ttention
f~~ ~ work possible. We provide
shuttle service between our location
and SCSU with a starting wage of
PERSONAL ALARM
helps protect friends, family, or $8.79 per hr. plus benefits. If you
yourse~ with an ear splitting wail answered yes to the above
activated by switch or pull pin. Uses questions and have a good driving
9-volt batter; (not included). Choose record, we want to hear from you.
red or gray. $18.95 each, or take App~ at District 742 Schools, 628
advantage of our roommates Roosevelt Rd., St. ·Cloud, MN
special: two or more alan1'$ only 56301 , or call us at 320-253-9370.
$14.95 each. Check or money ortler
SUMMER CAMP EMPLOYMENT
to : Robert J. Roe
Northern Minnesota co-ed camp
11925 7th st. N.E.
seeks enthusiastic, fun and
Dept. t -SC
dedicated counselors who enjoy
Mpls., MN 55434
wor1<ing with kids in the outdoors.
In MN add 6.5% sales tax ·
ln~\ructors needed in Archery,
sailingboard, camping trips, diving,
HOW DO YOU LOOK IN A
fencing, riflery, sailing, swimming,
SWIMSUIT?
tennis, water skiing. Rep at Man::h
lose weight for summer. Call 259--- 26th Job Fair Contact camp Foley
0248 (samples / discounts).
1-218-543·6161
or
staff@campfoley.com
or
RESU ME SERVICE
www.campfoley.com
student packages. 24D-2355.
EARN UP TO $20/ $40 HR.
TYPING
sales aggressive student needed to
fast, accurate and professional. markeV manage credit card
24D-2355.
.promotion of Fortune 500 company.
Work your own hrs. No travel •
required. Call t-8()()-645-9052.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
RIVERBOAT CREW
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area. Toll free 1· come aboard Mississippi Riverboats
800·218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for this summerl Boat, office, & photo
current listings.
crew needed for passenger vessels
in St. Paul & Mpls. Full time
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
seasonal positions avail. April thru
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax, October; variety of hours. Start
repo's, your area. Toll free 1-80(). $711,r, PadeHOld Packet Boat Co.,
218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current Harriet l~and, St. Paul, MN 55107.
227-1100 or 1-8()()-543-3908.
listings.
0

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24·hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
fishing industry. ExceUent earnings
& benefits potential. All major
employers. Ask us hew! 517-324-
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SUMMER CAMP STAFF
HOW.DOES $800/WK. EXTRA
enjoy working and playvig outdoors
INCOME
with children. Swimmiog. campfires, ·sound to you?? Amazing, profrtable
kayaks, climbing wall and water opportunity. Send sett-addressed
trampoline. Co-ed lf"ulh camp stamped envelope to: International
localed 30 minutes SW of 1375 Coney Island Brooklyn, N.Y.
Minneapolis seeks 40 men and 11230
women.
Certified lifeguards,
program counselors, envir. ed.
FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
assistants, and arts and crafts
instructor.
10-12
wks.
of credit card fund-raisers for
fratemnies,
sororities & groups. Afr/
employment start June t 3. Must be
18 or older. Training provided. cafll)US organization can raise up to
$1000
by
earning
a whopping $51
Salary plus room and board.
Preference given to college VISA appl~tion. Call 1-8()()-932·
X 65. Qualified callers receive
students-internships welcome. Gall 0528
FREE T-SHIRT.
.
for app. or interview, 612 474-8085.
HOW VALUABLE IS YOUR
TIME?
eam -$500 to $1000 from home th~
month wooong t hr. /day. can 2590248. '

SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,

Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from $399 and up. Organize a smail
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-80D-574-75TT.
500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
YOU CHOOSE!!
NY, PA. New England. Instructors
needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
basketball,
lifegu~rds,
wsi,
baseball, gymnastics, sailing, etc.
Arlene Streisand, 1-"800-443-6428;
516-433-8033.

EARN $750 • $1 ,500/WEEK
raise all the money your student

1
Pu~rain:1\~Y
investment & very little time needed.
There's no obligation, sq why not

~~~/ ~~

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
no experience necessary. Part time,
6:45 • 8:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. - 4:15
p.m. Paid training. $8.50-$10.50/hr.
Call Spanier Bus service 251-3313
for more information.
$1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING
part time. At home. Toll Free t-8()()218-9000 Ext. T- 3883 for listings.
NANNIES!
live-in positions with Prescreened
Nationwide Professional Families.
Top salari~s. Benefits. 1•yr.
commitment! Nannies Elite. Gall
Sandy. 1-80D-726-3965.
CRUISE SHIP & LANO-TOUR
JOBS
excellent earnings & benefits
potential in seasonal/year·round
positions. Wor1d Travel (Hawaii,
Alaska, Mexioo, Ganbbean, etc.).
Ask us how! 517-324-3091 ext.
C568tt.

-METRO BASED SENIORS-INTERNSIDP TO CAREERWhen you graduate are you going
to start on the job merry-go-round?
Wou/dn 't you prefer to start your own
business and control your own future?

Call Leo Plese 612-831-5133
or write to 5270 W. 84th St., Ste. -420, Blmgtn, MN 55437

MINNESOTA CHILOREN'S CAMP
located among tall pines and dear
lakes, seeks counselors and
instructors · for summer '98.
Openings for counseling director,
program director, horseback riding,
saJling, water skiing, art and tennis.
For an appl~tion call 1-800-451 5270 or e-mail ct,gwc@uslin~net

WIN ABtG SCREEN TV OR MAIO
SERVICE FOR A SEMESTER
while raising money for yoor student
organization. Earn l4> to $5 per
Visa/ MasterCard application. The
firs1 50 groops to oomp~te the fund.
raiser receive FREE MOVIE
PASSES! Call for details. 1-8()()932-0528 X 75.
$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
information. can 410-763-8275.
HELP WANTED
men/women earn $375 weekly
processing/ assembling Medical I.D.
cards at home. Immediate
openings, your local area. No
experience necessary, will train. Gall
Medicard t -54 t -386-5290 Ext.
118M.
COLLEGE STUDENT
to do" ~ional overnight chi~ and
house sitting for 2 we~behaved
boys (6 and 8 yrs. old). Please call
Kristine or Steve at 252-3134 in S.
St. Cloud. (Please pro~de
references).

...at N~man

lhr Cc1t holic Church on campus.

■I

C-.THOUC~~

$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll lree, 1-8()()-218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.

MASS : SATURDAY : 5:)0 P.M.
SUNDAY: 9 A. M.. 11:15 A. M. &

a

P.M.

MASS & EV ENTS INFORMATION: 251-1261

OFFIC E: 251 - 1260

..
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Sem.es-te:rs
are
coin.in..g!
0

Do you. n.eed hel.p
wi:t.h-the
sen>..es-te:r co:n.:v-e:rsion.?
The SCSU Ad"Visi:ng Ce:n1'er
can.help.

••

1)011·1 \\·:1it until rL·gi-..1ration for

~ind

fall scmc ... tcr. Come in

stand ,,·ith gL'llL'ral cducation
:md ho,,· ,·our
qu:trl,T ,·ot1r-,vs will conn·1t in semesters

fi1H..l llUt ,, 111..Tc \'OU

The _\d\"Lsing ( :vntlT is loc:itcd in .-\d111ini.str:1ti,·c
~ervin"·' 1o~. Ct!l ~Oj-60"7') or (y=i 1-.::;2-i'-L or Email

_-..Jkll·J )Cl~! rf]_;s\, ·!( 1t1t!,1~11 c _1._'l lt!
Till' Center 1-. , 11K·n .\lond:ty through Thur.-.,d:iy .'-i:50
;1.111. t (1 1 ;11 j>.111 ;md Frid;1y i"'l:50 ~1.111_ t<) _-; p.m.

Giv-e you.rsel:f a Break!
Come i~ early spri~g
qu.a~erbe:fore the cru.~ch.

.A..reyou.
prepared?
THE SCSU WOMf!N!5 GENTER PRESENTS
NATIONAL

MAlicH1998,
w ~ i HISTORY MONTH

MShoplng the world with our hands: Exploring the nves ot contemporary Lebanese and Palestinion women.~
Thurroay, March 12, 7 p.m., Pelformlng Arts Center, Arena Theatre
"Shaping the Wo<ld, • a one woman show. iS a compilation of Interviews gathered by Ms. Farah in her home country.
Beirut. Lebanon. Farah Identifies as Lebanese·Americon and examines What this dual Identity means in o global society
Discussion will follow the performance

BONNIE WATKIN- ; - · 1n the comp0ny of women:Voic&s from th& Wom&n'1 Movemenr
Monday, Mooc:h 16, 12·1 p.m., Atwooduttlelheotre
Co-oufhor Bonnie Wotl<ins wHI shore the stories, inSights and messoges of the women who hove bettered the lives of all
women.

"'!!
"The new enfon::ers: The multinolionols·
Wednesday, March 18, 12·1 p.m., South Voyageu r, Atwood Memorial Center
This "Women on Wednesday· session wHI address the policies and practices of multinational corporations and the ways
in which these organizations have become the new world government.

w

..

~ I M FESTIVAL

--,

Wednesday, Morch 18, 1:30- 5 p.m., Atwood Lltt1e Theohe
"The f.Word. • • And Still I RiSe. • • A Word In Edgewise.· • After the Montreal Massacre.· • Juxta· and "From Danger to
Dignity: The Fighf for Slave Abortion. ·
Thursday, March 19, 4-6:30 p.m., Women's Center Colbert House North
• Joy Luck Club"
Ease n to spring with pizza, o movie and discusslon.

,~ ,..,,.,.

................................................................................................................... .

DR. JuuANNE MALVEAUX
•Rights and Wrongs: Women's status In the U.S. economyn
Wednesday, March 25, 7:30 p.m., Kimberly Rltsche Auditorium, A reception will follow in the Rllsche Auditorium Lovnge
Dr. Julianne Malveaux. economist, wrlteL syndicated columniSt and scholar, wtl address issues related to the connections
between economics and women's political and social status in the United States.

A Dialogue on Beauty Across Cuttures
Wednesday, Mo1ch 31 , 3-4:30p.m., Mississippi Room, Atwood
You ore invited too dkllogue to discuss the many issues related to beauty among d ifferent cultures as we strive for
Increased knaw1edge and expended perspectives
.
- American Sojoum 1998~ on KVSC doily In Morch, 11 o.m. ond 6 p.m'.
Amerk:on Sojourn 1998 spottlght, 150 years of the Women's Movement In the United States. It Is a doily rodiO p!ogrom
created ond'p!oduced by SCSU student. Judi Goy at KVSC Studk>s. SCSU
11>e-"1c...i..Cll>l>f9C_lh9_q,podo/mr:,nyC-~wclenl~andlh90--.C:--~lndlaoc:.nle<,~
Plydlology,A.sooclaliono/Wofflo.nnc:onwru,1c;-,c:o1egooG1..__..,c:""""""""'-•·C-.g.o1t<t.io:alon,~o/fNMJa-..~o1Soc1a1S<:...-.,..,
tco n c m l c s ~. HumanR_and_Ecu:ollo<t,nl- f- ~ G r o u p . - S l u d t n l o ~ ~ - r i ~ M h > d t y
sr,.....-,i~.-C-"uoclalion.stuclenl~.PIJiYEIIS.,,_o/Sci.nce,PsycholoOJ.$en<MFln<w:e C:,,.,..,._,SpMChCotr"tnuric-._Soclo/W<>rk,
Soci<>ID\ll',Wome<>"1(quQlty~andW.,.,_.• - .

